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VOL LX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. JUNE 4, 1896.

NO. 5.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

tireless inventor has not relaxed his ef
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
forts, and is working harder than ever.
Next in his mind in the perfection of
XrOriCE is hereby given that bid* will
the oscillator, and after this, nothing
-i-N be received at the residence of Janies
W Baker, Clerk of the Board of Education
Perfected by the Great In less than telegraphy and telephony with History of the Coin From
of Jefferson township, Knox County, Ohio,
out wires.
until noon, 12:00 ni., Thursday, June 4,
Mine to Mint.
ventor, Tesla.
1806 f ir furnishing all material and lab->r
“Do you actually believe that is pos
required in the e*ection of a two room
sihle?” Tesla was asked.
tc iooI build .ng k' O etrwille, Knox County,
Old >.
Hakes a White Light as . “I more than believe it. I am sure of Gold and Milver Put in the
Bids must be submitted on blanks whi :h
it. Further than that, I believe that
Walk through an old dense
Name Pot,
Bright as Sunshine,
will be furnished by the Clerk, in accord
with this grand force nothing is impos
ance with the State law. Each bid must be
forest and you see nothing but
accompanied by a good and suficient bond
trees, and in spring a host of Poes this New Vibratory Vacuum- sible. Even the most optimistic or visi And Then Separated by the Use of
or a c?rtifie 1 check equal to 25 per cent- of
onary dreamer would fail to predict the
much thickness, and relax their grip in contains only bars of bullion, stacked
t e aTon t ■ f ihr bd as a guarantee that
things will shoot from the
Powerful Acids, Cut Into Discs,
Tube Lamp, Which is Destined to accomplishments of the next decade.”
• tie contractor furnishing the same w.ll
the
thin spots, so the strip comes out like fire bricks, and one loses his sense
enter into contract for the faithful perform
ground. These did not ap
Weighed, Milled and Stamped,
Revolutionize the Matter of Light
even and true. N iw one gets the first of proportion when he is told that in
ance of the work.
pear before because every
and Then Ready for the Business
Plans tnd specific Uions will be on file at
ing—An Interesting Talk With Tesla
hint of the finished dollar at the punch that pile there are 6,409 tons of solid
DRINK AT MEALS
the office of Yost & Packa-d, Architects,
of the World.
thing
was
not
favorable
for
on
the
Sutyect.
ing machine.
silver in 1,000 ounce bars, that would
Columbus, Ohio and at the residence ot
their growth.
James W. Baxer, Oieersville. Ohio, on and
An Important Part.
There are six of these, each one able keep the mint busy coining for eight
alter May 16. 1896
Scott's Em ti Ision of CodThe making of a silver dollar is a to bite out sixty silver discs in a minute. years.
The real trouble with tea and coffee
B/ord-srof the BoardNot since Edison, in 1879, proclaimed
«.
JAMES W. BAKER. Cle k
Another much smaller cave in this
liver Oil, with Hypophos the success ot his efforts in sulxlividing drinking is not generally understood. It longer and more complicated operation The strip is fed to the ponderous jaws
of the machine that stamps out the Eldorado underground holds $72,000,phites, prevents consumption the electric current, making incandes is common knowledge with every one than the spending of it.
“blanks,” as tin lids are punched in a 000 in gold coin, mostly double eagles.—
because it keeps the system cent electric lighting possible, has there that physicians advise the discontinu The usual visitor sees only the final
canning factory, or “cookies” are cut Philadelphia Press.
process
of
coinage,
and
is
not
admitted
ance of both tea and coffee when a per
in such good condition that been so important an announcement in
the electrical world as that made last 6on is sick, particularly when the diges to the mysteries of the score of cunning out from a sheet of dough by the house
things are not favorable for
What the Shakers of Mt, Lebanon
wife. The dull, discolored “blanks” are
ONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
week by Mr. Nikola Tecla that the ad tive machinery is affected. Any person operations that precede.
the growth of the germs of vances made by him in vacuum tube with a slight knowledge of chemistry
securities.in sums not less than $1,000
The rough silver comes to the mint in shoveled out from beneath the clanking know more about than anybody else, is
Tit lea examined and abstracts furnished.
that disease. Cod-liver oil lighting had reached a point that assur can make the following experiments many shapes, mixed with gold in bars machine and go to the “selecting” room the use of herbs and how to be healthy.
Farm land for sale. Law office, A. R. MC
There is no dividing line.
“
They have studied the power of food.
INTIRE, opposite Court Rouse, Mt, Vernon
makes rich blood; and the ed complete commercial success.
securing the resuits as given. Coagu from the western mines, in family plate next where half a dozen keen eyed,
Ohio.
They
nearly all live to a ripe old age.
deft
fingered
women
spread
them
on
for
the
melting
j»ot,
or
mixed
with
gold
lated
egg
albumen
when
mixed
with
hypophosphites
strengthen
The results of Tesla’s work in the field
The Shaker Digestive Cordial is pre
of currents of high frequency were first artificial gastric juices, will be practi in jewelry. The greater part by far is tables and throw out the imperfect ones.
nerves.
Some orthe blanks have been cut pared by the Shakers from herbs and
SCOTT'S EMULSION has been endorsed bv
the ponderous “pigs” of bricks from the
made known to the public in hi3 now cally entirely digested in eight hours.
PROfBSSIOXAL CARDS
the medical profession for twenty years. (Ask
When tea is added during the pr«>ce88 west. They are not pure silver. They from the ends of the strips, and are plants with a special tonic power over
your doctor.) This is because ft is always
famous London lecture of 1891. In 1892
palatable always uniform - always contains
he gave the same lecture with a large of digestion, 66 per cent, of albumen may be a quarter silver and the rest literally “half-dollars;” others are nicked the stomach.
the purest Norwegian Cod-liver Oil and Hypo
phosphites.
W . E. ' G R A N T,
It helps the stomach digest its food,
number of brilliant experiments before will be digested leaving 34 per cent, gold, or in varying proportions; some and chipped. These are sent back in
Put up in 50 cent and Si.oo sizes. The
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
smalt size may be enough to cure your
undigested, while if a decoction of coffee dull yellow with the preponderance of disgrace for another ordeal in the melt and digested food is the strength-mak
the
National
Electric
Light
Association
couvh nr heln vour bahv.
FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
er.
is mixed with the albumen, the results gold, others paler with the mass of in ing pot.
at St. Louis.
House Building, Mt. Veroon, Ohio.
From the selecting tables the silver
Strong muscles, strong body, Btrong
oct 31 tf
The results then exhibited were start will be but 61 per cent, digested and 39 termingled white metal.
Some of the bars have their rough “blanks” are taken to the “adjusting brain, all come from properly digested
ling and aroused the most intense inter per cent, undigested. Thia means one
N. K. GOTSH4LL,
est. At that time, however, Mr. Tesla thing, and the experiment speaks that sides stamped with the figures of the room,” where they are weighed in bulk food.
DON'T FORGET for 5 cents you get almost
TTORNEY-AT-LAW, Real Estate and
A sick stomach can be cured and di
himself admitted that bis work was not fact plainly. When tea or coffee is western assay offices, and little pieces on entrance, and as they come out. In
Loan Agent. Property for sale. Money
a
large,
well
lighted
room
eighty
women
gestion
made easy by Shaker Digestive
as
much
**
Battle
Ax"
as
you
do
of
other
have
been
chipped
from
the
corners
for
taken
into
the
human
stomach,
they
yet commercial. Few even of his
to Loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt
Vernon, Ohio.
28marly
brands for 10 cents.
stanchest adherents believed it ever very seriously interfere with the natural the testing of their fineness. The con sit at long tables, many of them young Cordial.
It cures the nausea, loss of appetite,
and healthful operation. Where a per signments are carefully weighed as and pretty. The ordinary visitor is not
would be.
DON’T FORGET that ** Battle Ax " is made of
Easy to
allowed the inestimable privilege of pain in the stomach, headache, giddi
they
come
in
the
deposit
room,
the
W. M. KODSS,
son
has
an
exceedingly
powerful
diges

Now,
after
four
years
cf
hard
work,
the best leaf grown, and the quality cannot be
ATTORN E Y-AT-L A W,
Take■ ■ • •
and having been delayed by the fire tive apparatus, he can stand this abuse first of the long series of weighing oper looking at this charming army of femi ness, weakness and all the other symp
improved.
FFICE over Knox County Savings
which destroyed his laboratory and for a time, but it is sure to tell sooner or ations that the precious metal under nine industry. Each womkn has before toms of indigestion, certainly and per
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio’.
novltf
DON'T FORGET, no matter how much you
goes both going in and coming out of her a small pair of balances; her imple manently.
much of his most valuable apparatus, later.
are
charged
for
a
small
piece
of
other
brands,
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10
In addition to the above it may be every room in the mint, which is the ments are a file and a miniature broom
A. K. MelNTIRF,
the great inventor is jubilant over the
the chew is no better than ** Battle Ax."
measure of success achieved, and has said that any ordinary analytical chem surest safeguard against loss through with which she sweeps busily every mo cents.
ATTORNEY All COL’ASELLOR AT LAW.
FFICE, opposite the Court House. Mt.
ment or so.
DON'T FORGET, “ Economy is wealth," and
broken the long silence which he has ist can analyze coffee and show the carelessness or dishonesty.
The .Veddahs, or wild hunters of Cey
Vernon, Ohio.
18jan94
She has a pile of dollar “blanks” be lon,
From
the
weighing
room
the
bars
are
poisonous
alkaloids
of
much
the
same
you want all you can get for your money.
persistently
maintained
in
regard
to
the
mingle the pounded fibers of soft
BREAKS UP A OOLD.
fore
her,
and
she
takes
one
at
a
time
and decayed wood with the honey on
H. D. C. iTcnFiKLD.
H. C. Dxvik.
character as found in strychnine, whis each locked in a strong box, with a
progress of his work.
Why pay 10 cents for other brands when you
CURES
HEALS
C’rI(clifield A llevln,
Mr. Tesla said to a Sunday World key, tobacco and morphine. These record and number of the depositor, and weighs it on her balance. If it is which they feed when meat is not to be
can get 44Battle Ax" for 5 cents?
obtained.
TTORNEYS AT LAW. Office ovei
Colic, ’
Cuts,
reporter:
poisons have a direct effect upon the and are carted off Io a baptism of fire. within one and a quarter grains either
Stauffer’s Clothing Store, North Side
Cramps.
’
Burns,
way
of
the
standard
weight
the
blank
is
Gold
and
silver
go
into
the
incandescent
Sir Frederick Carrington, who sailed
PublicSquare, Mt. Vernon,Ohio. lliautM
“Four years ago when the first public liver, and a furred tongue, costive
Diarrhoea,
Bruises,
announcements were made of the re bowels, bad skin and various other indi melting pot together. If there is more allowed to pass. This much variation the other day for South Africa to take
charge of the military operations in
w.e.cooraa.
rwKXOoi.
Flux,
Scratches,
sults of my work in vacuum tube light- cations of approaching sickness are gold than silver in the lot to be melted is allowed. If the silver disc is too Matabeleland is best known to the
COOPER 4 MOORE
heavy
it
is
filed
about
the
edges
a
little,
silver
bars
are
put
in
until
there
is
twice
ing.I found few people who would admit apparent. These facts have been rec
Bites of
English public as the organizer of the
Cholera
ttorneys at law. Office 1
that I had anything more than an inter ognized by physicians for many years, the proportion of the yellow metal, so and the filings as they drop on the Uble famous “CarriDgton Horse.”
Maih Strut Mt. Vernon O. .
Morbus,
Animals and
esting laboratory experiment. My but it is difficult to induce people to that the acids used for separating may aie swept toward a hole in the middle,
Nausea,
Bugs, etc.
MONEY TO LOAN.
INSURANCE TO SELL.
where the precious dust tails through
If it required an annual outlay of $100
visitors all said,“What beautiful effects!” leave off their habits even when those part the metals thoroughly.
McKEE & WRIGHT,
Changes of
into a receiver.
to insure a family against any serious
The
acids
introduced
in
the
molten
Tastes
Good,
and
in
the
next
breath,
“
How
utterly
habits
are
shown
to
be
injurious
and
to
1 KS'ERAL INSURANCE AGES rS. Of
Water, etc.
The popular idea of "milling” a dol consequences from an attack of bowel
Smells Good.
Ttice S. W.Cor. Pub. Square and High at.
uncommercial.”
shorten the existence of the human mixture separate the gold from the
Has ordered Frederick Hart, Trustee of the whole
C. W. McKee
Guy. A. Wkic.htlar is the fluted or roughened edge that complaint during the year there are
silver,
and
each
from
the
copper
or
“
To-day
I
believe,
not
that
the
ulti

body.
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
sale clothing firm of Leopold, Hess & Co., assigned, of
The manager of La Vita Inn, a health other organic substances in the mass. prevents it from being cut away and many who would feel it their duty to
mate is attained, but that I have already
25c. and 5Oc. Per Bottle.
No.
12
North
3d
st.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
to
sell
the
remain

BOc. size
times larger than 25c. size.
produced a thoroughly practical and institution at Battle Creek, Mich., made The silver is taken out in the form of a lightened by unscrupulous persons pay it; that they could not afford to risk
PHYSICIANS.
ing stock of men’s and boys’ fine tailor-made Clothing
NO RELIEF, NOBPAY.
commercial method of vacuum tube a large number of experiments in the dry, brown powder that looks like snuff, averse to making a living honestly. The their lives, and those of their lamily for
at
one-third
less
than
the
appraised
values.
lighting, vastly more economical than direction of a food drink that would be and would be kicked aside by the most “milling,” however, is the raised'edge such an amount. Any one can get this
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
R. E R EGGLESTON,
either the arc or incandescent systems at once nourishing, palatable and fra miserly man in a hunt for treasure. This on both faces of the coin that makes it insurance for 25 cents, that being the
Office and Residence, 211 N. Main
Springfield, - - Ohio
afreet. Mt Vernon. Ohio.
and which will be a marked advance grant, without any of the poisonous or dirty powder, without sheen or glitter, is easily stacked and helps to prevent price of a bottle of Chamberlain’s Cholic,
Office Houra—2 to 4 p- ni.
injurious properties. His experiments compressed in cakes that look like abrasion of the design. “Milling” is the Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. In
over the present methods.
Telephone calls—Home Co , No. 39; Bell
The firms of I. & D. Rosenthal], of Mt. Vernon,
Co., No. 32.
“I have never wavered in my belief were confined to compounding and ar small grindstones, and crumble to the operation next on the program for the almost every neighborhood some one
O., and I. & D. Rosenthall, of Canton, 0., together with
“silver blank.”
has died from an attack of bowel com
in
the ultimate,and acknowledge ameas* ranging products of various cereals, or touch like rotten sandstone.
T K. OONARD, M. D.,
J. Rosenthall, of Findlay, 0., and Abe Rosenthall, of
The piece passes through a machine plaint before medicine could be pro
These unpromising chunks are again
ure of satisfaction now that I know all grains, such as were intended by nature
Kenton, 0.. purchased $42,356.29 worth of the above de
Homeopathic Phtsiciah and Surobok.
for man’s subsistence. Being in a position melted and run into molds, coming out that exerts a lateral pressure all round, cured or a physician summoned. One
obstacles have been overcome.”
Office—In the Woodward Block. K«si scribed merchandise at Oiic-(hir<l Ijess Than the
What
this
statement
means
can
only
to
note the effect of the beverage upon as shining white bars, purified and prec and forces the metal in a slight ridge or two doses of this remedy will cure
deuce—Gambier St., Arentrue property.
Office houra, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5 to Appraised Value of the actual wholesale cost, and
be appreciated by those who fully under weak stomachs, and patients who need, ious to look at The gold is treated in above the faces of the disc. The rough any ordinaiy case. It never fails. Can
8 p. m.
24aprly
stand
the natural reticence of Mr. Tesla etl the most nourishing food and drink the same way. These bars are taken ened edge or “reeding” is given to the you afford to take the risk for so small
the stock has been equally divided between the four
and his persistent refusal to make any that could be obtained, his experiments back to the deposit room, where a small dollar in the coining press that stamps amount? For sale by druggists.
stores.
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
claims or reports of what he has done. were conducted under what would piece is chipped off for the assaying de it.
The German empress took away from
And in order to turn these goods into money quickly
From the milling machine the blanks Vienna with her the Austrain fashion
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
All readily yield to the curative
Continuing Mr. Tesla said:
probably be considered the most favora partment, when the fineness is ascer
we
havn
inaugurated
the
greatest
slaughter
sale
of
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
power of Lyon’s Seven Wonders. It
go to be polished and whitened and of hair-dressing. It suits her a lot bet
“There has been little change in the ble circumstances. After continued use tained and the depositor paid.
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Clothing ever offered to the people of Knox and adjoin
is a permanent cure. Thousands of
freed from the stains of the fire and the ter than the simpler German mode.
The
silver
bar
from
which
the
dollars
apparatus
I
now
use
compared
with
Telephone No. 74.
and
the
most
positive
evidence
of
the
testimonials to its merit
Makes
rollers.
They are first shoved in pans
Resideuoe—East Gambler street. Tele ing counties and to realize more quickly on our invest
are
to
come
is
now
fairly
started
on
its
Fuchias may be readily propagated
the nerves firm and strong. Gives that I displayed at St. Louis. The basic healthful properties of the food-drink,
phone 73.
29seot87
6weet sleep, perfect digestion, men principles are the same. I have simply patients who had been healed wished to long route. It is reweighed and enough into a furnace tor a final annealing, now by means of cuttings of young
ment we will include in this great slaughter sale our EN
shoots two or three inches long, inserted
tal vigor.
made improvements and marked ad continue the use of the cereal drink copper added to make the proportion of and are taken out looking like red in sandy soil in well-drained epots in
TIRE NEW SPRING STOCK OF MEN'S, BOYS'
DR.GEORGE B.BUNN
poker
chips.
The
visitor
is
politely
the
standard
alloy
—
900
parts
silver
to
vances.
after their return to their homes, and
slightly heated green-houses or warm
AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, HATS AND FUR
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
100 parts of copper. The silver and asked to pick up as many as he wants windows.
“I found the causes of loss of energy others made demand for it.
NISHING
GOODS.
Everything
will
be
sold
at
33
j
per
oom 3, Rogers Block 111 South MalnSt.
and have largely overcome them. Al
In order to supply this demand and copper are again plunged into a glowing and as politely refuaes.
Mr. James Perdue, an old soldier re
Mouwt Ybbror, Oeio.
cent, less than wholesale cost price.
The fiery glow changes to a dull, me
ready
I
can
deliver
10
per
cent,
of
the
the
public generally, the Postum Cereal furnace. The workmen are somewhat
All professional ealls by day or night
siding at Monroe, Mich., was severely
tallic
hue,
as
the
dollars
are
shoveled
No
Goods
charged.
Everything
CASH.
Prices
sheltered
by
iron
hoods,
and
wear
gloves
jmptlv responded to
[June
initial energy in a pure white light. Co., Limited, was formed. All people
afflicted with rheumatism, but received
marked in plain figures. No deviation from these bus
This is three times the efficiency of an who drink coffee and tea do not care to as big as pillows, but the novice expects into a great copper colander, much like
prompt relief from pain by using Cham
the
colander
of
the
kitchen,
in
which
Are sure to follow its use. Sixty ordinary incandescent lamp.”
iness rules will he allowed. We herewith give you a few
discontinue their use, although quite to see the buttons on their shirts melt
berlain’s Pain Balm. He says: “At
doses in a box. Ouly $1.00. You can
they
are
swung
on
a
traveling
crane
and
evaporate.
’
“Is your vibrator the same as the one satisfied of their hurtful properties.
samples of the amazing prices, which will convey but a
KNOX OOUNTY
buy
fl
The silver and the copper are thus over a bath of diluted sulphuric acid times my back would ache so badly
which you showed at St. IxHiie?”
There are enough people, however, in
small idea of the true values:
wedded
into a state of alloyed harmony, and plunged in sputtering and boiling. that I could hardly raise up. If I had
“No, I have long since discarded the America who hold their health in high
TEACHERS’
not gotten relief I would not.be here to
BOYS’ LONG PANTS SUITS.:
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS.
vibrator. I found it impossible to pro enough esteem to be willing to give a and in the ingot room take on a new The acid bath removes the discoloration
write these few lines. Chamberlain’s
and
whitens
the
metal,
so
that
the
dol

EXAMIXATKnS. $2.46 worth............ ♦.....:................. $4.75 15 cents, worth....................................... 25cents
duce one which would last more than little attention to their food and drink. form if wanted for coinage. If for
Pain Balm has done me a great deal of
2.98 worth........................................ 5.00 31 cents, worth....................................... 50cents
lar
blanks
come
out
Bhining
and
beau

storage,
the
bars
are
put
away
in
great
a few hours, so I found a better way,and There is no habit the creature acquires
3.48 worth........................................ 6.00 43 cents, worth....................................... 75cents
good
and I feel very thankful for it.”
tiful.
now u«e no vibrator at all.”
which produces as much real enjoymen1 vaults.
5 86 worth........................................ 9.00
Meetings for the Examination of
Of your druggist, or address
For sale by druggistp.
There
stands
a
huge
peanut
roaster
To
return
to
the
plebeian
silver
dol

“But, Mr. Tesla,” the reporter said, as the old-fashioned habit ol being
MEN’S SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS
Teachers will be held at the
LAUNDERED COLORED SHIRTS.
“how can I explain to a layman just thoroughly well. When a man can lar, the ingots are run into molds that near the acid tank, or so it looks. The
Since the establishment in Paris of the
AND
DRAWERS.
6chool Room,
46 cents, worth............................. 75 cents
how you start the ether in your exhaust inhale a deep breath of pure air and fashion them in strips about a foot long cylinder is perforated with many holes, pari-mutuel better system on June 2,
19 cents, worth............................ 35 cents
‘I ed bulbs into such rapid vibrations and feel that every part of the machinery and a couple of inches in thickness. and the dollars are dumped in with 1891, the enormous sum of 505,000,000f
Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
♦ CHILDREN’S SUITS.
39 cents, worth............................ 75 cents
has been wagered by the public.
produce this light with no mechanical of the human body is working perfectly, The ingots are now in shape for treat several bushels of sawdust. Steam
INDIANAPOLIS,
IND.
79 cents, worth............................ $1 50
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the
power
revolves
the
cylinder
and
the
ment
that
will
prepare
them
for
the
MEN’S PANTS.
the feeling of comfort produces a deep
liver and kidneys, cures constipation
Hon. Dan Waugh. Member of Congress from the vibrator?”
98 cents, worth............................ 2 00
The Second Saturday of Every Bonth,
dollars
and
the
sawdust
are
thoroughly
Ninth District, Indiana, says:
and sick headache. 26c at all druggists.
$1.42 worth........................................ 2.50
“You can’t explain it. I don’t know sense of easy content and thankfulness rolling and punching and stamping that
59 cents, worth....,...................... $1.00
After receiving the benefits I have from the
I am told on good authority, writes
And the Last Saturday of September, 2.86 worth........................................ 5.00
75 cents, worth............................ 1.50 use of Lyon’s Seven Wonders, I take pleasure in that I could. You might say,” said Mr. to the Creator for the mere privilege of will take them into the coinage room. mixed, the sawdust dropping gradually
a few words in its favor. For years I Batter
October, November, February
through the perforations until the sim the London correspondent of the Scots
98 cents, worth............................. 1 75 saying
The
ingot
room
is
red
from
the
glare
ed
with
Indigestion
and
Stomach
Trouble.
I
used
Tesla
laughingly,
“
that
it
is
the
music
living.
OVER ILLS AND JACKETS.
man, that the portion ol Baron Hirsch’s
$1.50 worth........................................ 2.25 various remedies, but found nothing that gave of the celestial spheres.
arch and April,
Postum is a thoroughly healthful food from Ihe furnace mouths, and the bare mering mass of white silver is left like estate on which duty will be payable
me relief until I used Lyon's Seven Wonders,
23
cents,
worth
.......................................
40
cents
2.00
worth
........................................
3
00
Examinations Will Commence at 8:30 a’clock 39 cents, worth...................................... 50cents
which seemed to impart life and vigor to the
“There is no direct connection be drink. It can be taken at each meal by armed men in this livid hue, pouring a school of sardines in the corner of a in this country is estimated at £10,000,entire system. I therefore give it my unqualified
000 sterling.
L. D. onnbrake, Prest.,
WORKING SHIRTS.
praise.
Yours, etc.,
tween my'conducting copper wires and all members of the family, including the molten gold and silver like water, Bug net.
Dam Waugh, Tipton, Ind.
But the silver pieces are now quite
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
LAUNDERED WHITE SHIRTS.
the interior of the exhausted bulbs. The children. It quickly establishes itself as gest the laboratory of some cunning
18 cents, worth............................ 40 cents
Bucklen’tt Arnica Salve.
We guarantee this remedy to cure
The Best 8alve in the world for Cuts
43 cents, worth..................................... 75cents
current pacses through the £lass. There an important part of the meal, and alchemist of the olden time triumphant thoroughly cooled, and they go into the
L. It. Houck, lerk,
or money refunded.
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON SOCKS.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Mt- Vernon, Ohio.
For sals by Craft & augher.
is no vibrator, no mechanism.”
when left out, one misses the fragrant in the searching for the secret of the coining room for the final operation Sorea, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
MEN’S SUITS.
3 cents, worth.............................. 10 cents
of adornment after their tempestuous Corns, andall Skin Eruptions, and positive
S. H. Ma harry,
Asked what vibratory speed were now odor, the comforting flavor and the transmution of metals.
$2 98 worth...................................... $ 6.00
Cenlsihurc. Ohio
The floor is a fine network of heavy career through fire and hard knocks. ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It is
attainable Mr. Tesla replied:
health-giving properties.
MEN’S STIFF HATS.
guaranteed to give satisfaction or monsy re
3.48 worth................. ...... »........... 7.00
iron
meshes or gratings over the wooden The coining room is filled with impos funded. Price 20 cents per box. For sale
“About 6,000,000 a second now. In a
One lb. coffee (30 cents) gives 40 to 45
5.98 worth...................................... 1.00 38 cents, worth............................... $1.00
ing
looking
presses,
masses
of
steel,
bv Geo. R. Baker A Ron 'a.
22fsb-lv
floor. All of the molten splashing from
short time I expect to produce 50,000,- cups.
6 98 worth...................................... 10.00 75 cents, worth................................ 1.56
9.96 worth....................................... 15.00 98 cents, worth............................... 2.00
000 per second.”
One package Postum (25 cents) gives the molds falls through this grating, each weighing several tons. Each
It is stated that the duke of Norfork
which is removed daily, and the solid press has a massive arch, under one end has been seriously considering the de
“How do you measure them, Mr. 100 cups.
FACTORY PRICES.
o-----of
which
are
the
reverse
and
obverse
floor carefully swept and the sweepings
sirability of utilizing the cycle in order
Tesla?”
About 3 to 1 in favor of Postum.
“In two ways, one of which I will not
This item of economy is by no means put in the melting pot. Every room in dies that are brought together with to expedite the delivery of telegrams
The Church Union (New York), of
describe. But the second is by my ear the chief consideration. Health, com the mint is swept daily, and the sweep tremendous force by a “toggle joint”
which Mrs. Elizabeth B. Grannis has
only. Taking one of these little bulbs fort and red blood speak out strongly ings are worth from $10,000 to $12,000 mechanism.
yearly.
A woman sits before toe press and been the editor and proprietor for more
1 can distinguish the periods of vibra for the natural drink.
than 10 years, has been sold to Rev.
As the ingots come from the molds feeds the silver “blanks,” filling a long Samuel T. Carter, one of the contribu
U
tion almost as accurately as the musi
This pure food drink brews exactly
cian can distinguish the tones of the the color of the richest coffee and has they are rough and ragged on the ends, tube from which the machine takes one ting editors.
scale from his tuning fork.”
much the same fragrance and taste, and powerful machines grip them in piece at a time between its jaws and a
Health and happiness arc relative
giant jaws, and bite them smooth and finished, dollar stamped on both sides
The light produced by Tesla’s latest with none of the harmful properties.
BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send lor Catalogue.
even. Then they go to the breaking- and “reeded,” drops into a receptacle conditions; at any rate, there can be
tubes
is
pure
wbito,
possessiug
all
the
For
sale
by
Warner
W.
Miller,
Whit

Second-hand wheels from $20 to $40.
visible qualities of sunlight. Moreover, tington & Co., J. C- and G. W. Arm down rolls in another room, where they below in an endless stream. The dollar little happiness without health. To give
WM. GRAH, COLUMBUS, O.
are subjected to terrific pressure that re comes out bright and perfect, and the the body its full measure of strength and
according to the great inventor, it has strong, W. Tudor and J. Sproule.
duces the ingots several times their coin presses drop 40,000 of them each energy, the blood should be kept pure
all the purifying qualities of sunlight,
and a room, well ventilated, would be
Mrs. James G. Blaine and her daugh original size. Each time the shining day. Women attend the greedy coining and vigorous, by the use of Ayer’s S. r.
The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
equally healthy to live in whether light ter-in-law, Mrs. Emmons Blaine, have silver ingot passes between the great presses, women take the dollars and saparilla.
gone to Bar Harbor, where, as usual, steel rollers the pressure is increased, spread them on tables for counting.
->■ > TAKE THE O
*
ed by one or the other.
The new Russian imperial yacht
they will spend the summer season.
and this naturally hardens the metal
The counting is done ;by piling them Standard, which hasjustbeen completed
When it is remembered that in gas
It appears from a list in the Aus until it becomes brittle.
in stacks, ten deep, until the board is for the ezir, has, it is said, been insured
I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop’s. Opera House Block,
lighting there is less than 1 per cent,
tralian Trading World that the Austral
Ivory Top lamp chimneys:
So before further punishment the filled. Each thousand is weighed, and in London for £ 46,000.
efficiency, in incandescent electric light asian companies registered since Jan
Cor. Main and Vine Sts-, Mt. Vernon, O.
Quiller-Couch once lived in London,
will not break with heat. !
ing less than 3 per cent., and that Tesla uary 1 represent a total capital of £15,- long-suffering ingot is annealed, as the Unde Sam, who is a morbidly close
inquisition used to revive its victims to calculator in this branch of his enter where he worked very hard as general
c.m already show 10 per cent., with a 373,430.
They are the strongest, most
utility man for Cassell<fcCo.,but bis health
promise of getting a great deal more,
make them equal to another course of prise, is not yet satisfied that his dollars broke down and he went to live in hie
durable, symmetrical, econ-;
MACKINAC
There is more catarrh in this section torture. The ingots have been squeezed are exactly right in weight. As a varia native Cornwall, where he only works
.the importance of his discovery in the
omical lamp chimneys made, i
DETROIT
of the country than all other diseases out to such a length that they are now tion of one and a half grains from the part of the day.
commercial world is apparent.
They are made by a special'
PETOSKEY
No expensive or complicated ap put together, and until the last few cut into strips about two feet long and standard is allowed each way, every
process, and all defective;
CHICAGO
Tests
paratus is needed. A simple coil is years was supposed to be incurable. For stacked in trays, are plunged into thousand dollars weighed is made up of The World's
ones destroyed at once.
2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
provided which transforms the ordinary a great many years doctors pro the annealing furnace. From this they so many “lights” and eo many “heav
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
showed do baking powder
You will never get an im-:
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat
A COMPLETE LINE OF
low-tension current, making it available nounced it a local disease, and pre come out looking like the sticks of ies,” that the average may be preserved,
so pure or so great in leav*
perfect chimney if you get an
Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
scribed local remedies, and by constant cherry red candy, and are plunged hiss and what 500 of the thousand may lack
for use almost anywhere.
Furnishing, Decoration and EHicient Service,
cning power as the RoyaL
insuring the highest degree of
the rest make up.
A paticularly attractive feature of the ly failing to cure with local treatment, ing into a cold bath.
COMFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
The silver dollar has been made. It
new light is that the new bulbs, once pronounced it incurable. Science has
The strips, now discolored, looking
An English writer says the use of
Four Trips per Week Between
exhausted, have a practically unlimited proven catarrh to be a constitutional like lead, are rolled again, and then is now to be stored with its comrades morphine by doctors is a constantly
life. Mr. Tesla has same which have disease, and therefore requires constitu 6ent to the “draw bench.” They are until called for in the burglar proof growing evil. In their case the tempta
PETOSKEY, “THE 300.” MARQUETTE,
tion is enormous.
AND DULUTH.
been in use in his laboratory almost con tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, uneven in thickness after their ordeal vaults of the mint cellar. A glimpse
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
In Italv, Signor Camillo Bancia has
Let us send you "a booK about lamps,”/r«.
tinuously for four years, and are still manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., between the rolls, and this imperfection through the open door of the silver
Return, including Heals and Berths. From
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
broken all previous records by a recital
! THE LIPPINC OTT GLASS C'O.,
Cleveland, *18; from Toledo, fig; from Detroit,
burning with undiminished brilliance Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional will never do. The “draw bench” looks dollar vault shows 50,000,000 silver lasting 46 hours without a check. Mr.
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
Alexandria, Ind.
*13-00EVERY EVENING
»
and consuming no more energy than cure on the market It is taken inter like a long horizontal bicycle chain in dollars stacked to the ceiling in sacks Napoleon Bird, of Stockport, has chal
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double toe variety of
when first lighted.
Between Detroit and Cleveland
nally in doses of from 10 drops to a tea- motion, along the top of which runs a about the size of salt bags, each one lenged his Italian rival to play against
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqenthim for 50 hours.
One
little
bulb
now
burning
in
the
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
spoonful. It acts directly on the blood little cart up and down, ceaselessly, like containing 1,000 “cart whecla.”
ly we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
for alt points East, South and Southwest and at
laboratory
is
sufficient
fora
parlor
of'
A
CO.,
Every
June
the
government
takes
and
mucous
surfaces
of
the
system.
a
shuttle.
.The
little
cart
has
two
jaws
l>etroit for all points North and Northwest.
AND DESIRABLE.
Most coughs may be cured in a few
Sunda; Trips June, July, August and September Only.
ordinary size, giving out as much light They offer $100 tor any caae it fails to on the front which grasp a strip and account of stock, and then the weighing hours or at any rate in a few days, by
DSALEREIN
EVERY DAY BETWEEN
(HAS. A DERHODY
.
as an arc lamp, growing steadily with cure. Send for circulars and testimo start swiftly along the ondless chain and counting is a herculean task. The the use Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. With
Cleveland, Put-in-Bay j Toledo
treasure vaults which have not been such a prompt and sure remedy as this
out any wavering, and consuming but nials.
with great energy.
Address
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
a fraction of the energy.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
It drags the strip of silver between disturbed for some time, or since the at hand, there is no need of prolonging
A. A. SCHANTZ. e. e. a.. DBTROIT, MICH.
With the success of this vacuum bulb
Toledo, Ohio. two small upright rollers, which auto last reckoning, arc allowed to rest with the agony for weeks and months. Keep
Curtis Warehouse, Low ei Mainstree
The Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Tele phone 89.
lighting system practically assured, the
Sold by .druggists, 75c.
matically press hard where there ia too out overhauling. Another silver vault this remedy in your house.
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Indigestion,
Dyspepsia,

Stomach Troubles,

Pure Blood,
Perfect Digestion
Sound Nerves,
LYON’S

Seven Wonders

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

». $25.00
You will find in every department of on
$36°.OO establishment a reduction corresponding

with the few prices herein presented, which
gives you an idea of the bargains to he ob
GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE tained at this slaughter sale.
This great sale will continue until the
entire stock is closed out. - -
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WE WIST TO IMPRESS UPON YOUR MINDS

French, English, Scotchand German

Toledo, Detroit & Mackinac

Utility,
Economy. ?

IVORY
TOP

Flour,Teed, Seeds, Poultry

t

X

banner ♦

Protection I.egislation Not Probable.

KHOX S PBBDIICTS

31650 dozen: apples 700 bu.; pears 29 bu.; cher
ries 3 bu.; plums 7 bu.; wool 87880 pounds;
No. of domestic animals died from disease, 4
hogs.

For Good
Color and
Heavy Growth
Of Hair, use

The protection-gone-mad element in
the Republican party, which is so eager
MONROE.
Wheat 21468 bu.. acres sown 2467; rye 153
for the election of McKinley to the
bu.,
acres
sown
125:
buckwheat 122 bu.. acres
THANK UAKPZB
W. M. HARPER.
Presidency, in the hope and expecta ,4» Shown by the Return* sown 30: oats 16871 bu.. acres sown W9; barley
98 bu., acres sown 18: corn bu., (shelled),
tion of still further enriching themselves
oU A**e*sors.
11 LRI’ER A HARPER.
63786, acres planted 1836: acres in grass 1243;
tons of hay cut 460; acres in clover 51, tons
off the people, are doomed to disap
of clover cut 17, bu. of seed raised 41; pota
toes 7563 bu.. acres planted 89; butter 43735
pointment. McKinley is still a long
pounds: maple-sugar 135 pounds: maple syr
$1.50 PER ANNUM IS ADVANCE.
ways from the Presidency. Even if he Contain* Statistic* of Great up 130 gallons: bees 31 hives, pounds of honey
jroduced 66: eggs 53560 dozen: apples 10613
should be nominated and elected, which
)u.: peaches 218 bu.: pears 178 bu.; cherries
Importance,
SO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
15
bu.: plums8 bu.: wool 27870 pounds; No. of
latter is very doubtful, the enactment of
domestic animals died from disease, 2 hogs,
10sheep, Seattle. 3 horses.
any so called protection legislation is
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
MORGAN.
not probable.
Showing the Number of Bushels of
Wheat 7732 bu.. acres sown 1218; rye 192 bu.,
The United States Senate is composed
acres sown 14; buckwheat 63 bu., acres sown
Grain liaised, the Nnmber of Acres 8:
oats 12435 bu., acres sown 635: barley 300
One
MOUST vmoj, OHIO.
today of ninety members, ’ hut only
acres sown 7: corn bu., (shelled), 48:30,
Planted, the Products of Orchards bu.,
acres
planted
154":
acres
In
grass
1901:
tons
eighty nine are seated, there being a
Bottle will do
and Other Valuable
Informa of hay cut 864; acres In clover 151, tons of
THURSDAY MORNING...J USE 4. 1896 vacancy caused by the failure to seat
clover cut 87, bu. of seed raised 102: potatoes
3481
bu..
acres
planted
63;
butter
16150
pounds;
tion.
Wonders. Try it.
Dupont, of Delaware, a Republican. Of
maple sugar 245 pounds; maple syrup 914
gallons: bees 1 hive; eggs 24245 dozen; apples
ga
these eighty-nine Senators forty four are
262 bu.: peaches 32 bu.: pears 32 bu.: cherries
Purify the Blood with Ayer's Sarsaparilla
12t
.
unds; No.
plums 1- bu.; ----wool
46964 —
pounds;
No. of
ol
Republicans, thirty-nine Democrats and
In the list of townships below is given 3bu.:
domestic animals died from disease, 23 hogs,
The Democratic Plate Convention will be six Populists, Jones and Stewart, of an abstract of the farm products for Knox 8 sheep, 4 cattle. MORRIS.
held at Columbus mi June 23 and 24. Candi Nevada, being classed with the Farmers’ county, as shown by the Assessors’ returns
A.1 ORDINANCE
22863 bu.. acres sown 2180; rye 250
da'er will ba nominated for Secretary of Alliance members. It will be seen that in the Auditor's office. The acreage for buWheat
, acres sown 75; buckwheat 170 bu., acres
State, Supreme Judge. Dairy and Fool
corn and potatoes is estimated, while the sown 7; oats 12441 bu., acres sown 517; barley To prohibit the erection of buildings except
‘'••mniissioner, .Member B->ar«l <if Public none of the parties mentioned has a
160 bu., acres sown 4: corn bu., (shelled),
W.itks. Two candidates for Presidential clear majority, the Republicans lacking acreage (or buckwheat, hay and clover is for 84410, acres planted 1745: acres in grass 1000;
the outer walls be made of iron, stole,
tons of hay cut 432; acres in clover 730. tons
Elector-at Large will also be named, and
1895:
of clover cut 319, bu. of seed raised 556: pota
four Delegates-at-Large to the Democratic oue, counting Jones and Stewart as
CLINTON.
brick and mortar, or some of them, in
toes 9220 bu., acres planted 76; butter 32118
National Convention a ill be chosen In Populists, which they really are, al
Wheat 12467 bu., acres sown 1126; rye 60 bu., pounds: maple sugar 75 pounds; maple syrup
the Democratic State Convention Knox though elected as Republicans.
acres sown 5: buckwheat 75 bu.. acres sown 5; 1015 gallons; bees 48 hives, pounds of honey
certain district* enumerated herein.
omnty is entitled to six <i*l»krate«.
oats 32166 bu., acres sown 910: corn bn. produced 180; eggs 36095 dozen; apples 1550
du. ; peaches 125 bu.: pears 69 bu.: cherries 5
According to law, the terms of onc- (shelled). 63745, acres planted 1832: acres in bu.
M. A. SMALLEY Chairman.
Be
it ordained by the City Council of the
:
plums
7
bu.:
wool
21063
pounds;
No.
of
grass 2434. tons of hay cut 1905; acres in clo
city of Mt. Vernon,Ohio, as follows:
third of all Senators expire on March 3, ver 306. tons of clover cut 264. bu. of seed domestic animals died from disease, 41 hogs,
raised 418; potatoes 2315 bu.. acres planted 146 sheep, 12 cattle. 14 horses. '
ECTION 1. That the erection of any
1897. Major McKinley bases his belief 29butter 59200 pounds: maple sugar 840
building or addition to any building
cultivation or land.
DEMOCRATIC
COXGRF.SSIONAI that the new Senate will pass a high pounds: maple syrup 2769 gallons: eggs 46600
w
' more than teu (10) feel high, uuless the
Cultl- Pas- Wood
|
3STI3COKT &> CO.,
dozen: apples 11720 bu.: peaches 386 bu.
Township.
land.
vated.
ture.
w
|
outer
walls thereof be made of iron, stone
CONVENTION.
tariff bill on expected gains of Republi pears 65 bu.: cherries 36 bu.; plums 38 bu. Berlin................... 7273 1734 1646
189
brick and mortar, nr some of them, is here
wool 27320 pounds; No. of domestic animals
48
3302
4661
The Democrats of the Fourteenth Ohio can Senators, which would enable him died from disease, 9 hogs, 37 sheep, 17 cattle Brown................... 6794
by prohibited on the squares bouuded and
5867
•SUM
2
Butler................... 3763
Congressional District will meet in delegate to keep the promise with which he and 12 horses.
described as follow*:
190.)
8672
Clay
........................
2977
HOWARD.
Sfortli-Ettst Cop, Pub. Nquare.
convention at Shelby, Ohio,
First, the square bounded on the north
224
892
2377
................. 6382
his f-iends are seeking to mislead the
Wheat 15664 bu.. acres sown 3085: rye 530 Clinton
150
71
1234
College................. 1162
by 8ugar st eel, on the east by Gay street
Wednesday, June 17, 1896,
bu. acres sown 21: buckwheat 62 bu . acres Harrison.............. 2x55
6367
1083
68
ou the south by Chestnut street, on the
country. The expectation of Republi sown 4; oats 8062 bu., acres sown 357; corn
1900
9416
................... 3902
For the purpose of nominating a candidate can gains in the Senate is well founded. bu., (shelled). 38875. acres planted 1534; acres Hilllar
west by Main street
1659
6114
Howard................. 4674
In
grass
783:
tons
of
hay
cut
226;
acres
in
for Member i-f Congress, two delegates and
S-coLd, the square hounded on the north
13
1913
6877
............... 3782
83. tons of clover cut 15. bu. of seed Jackson
176
two alternates to the National Convention It is possible that there may be more clover
4804
by
Sugar street, on the east by Main street,
Jefferson ......... 6795
18; potatoes 1815 bu., acres planted 4
44
1924
Liberty
.................
2952
7162
and one Presidential Elector, and for the than a majority of Republicans in the raised
on
the south by Chestnut street, on the
Executor’s Notice.
butter 16860 pounds; eggs 31625 dozen; apples I Middlebury........ 6360
68
1778
>28
transaction of such other business ss may
west by Mulberry str«et;
1625 bu.; peaches 4 bu.; pears 15 bu.; wool Millord.............. 5514
5637
1613
VTOTICE is hereby given that the undernew
Senate,
but
it
is
far
more
certain
23616 pounds; No of domestic animals died Miller.................... 5433
come before said convention. The basis of
Third,
the
square
bounded
on
the
north
1098
5304
i-V signed has been appointed and quali
representation in the convention will be that, with a majority, the Republicans from disease, 1 hog. 4 cattle, 2 horses.
by Chestnut street, on the e-st by Gay fied
3524
2405
Monroe....................9163
Executor of the estate oi
JACKSON.
84
1486
8304
Morgan................. 4153
street, on the south by High street, on the
one delegate for every 100 votes cast for
130
1915
PETER GAUMRR,
2995
Wheat 8517 bu., acres sown 1119: rye 550 bu., Morris................... 7932
Grover Cleveland for President in 1892 and will not control as a party when ques
west by Maiu street.
2754
5606
Pike
......................
7231
one delegate for each fraction of fifty votes tions affecting the tariff and financial acres sown 216: buckwheat 188 bu., acres Pleasant............... 2174
Fourth, the square bounded on the north Late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by
123
6888
1427
SOwNlll;
oats
hu
•
acres
sown
443;
corn
trover. This basis of representation will legislation are before the Senate.
by Chestnut street, on the east by Main the Probate Court of said county.
241
3456
6604
bu. (shelled?. 38235. acres planted 1307: acres Union.................... 5538
1498
entitle the several counties in the dis
1672
s’reet. on the south by High street, on the
May 21 1896.
In grass 1150: tons of hay cut 437; acres in Wayne................. 8076
Catalogue tree on Request
The
Senators
whose
terms
expire
next
clover 6. tons of clover cut 5. bu. of seed
trict to the following number of delegates:
west by Mulberry street.
JEROME GAUUER,
114.860 114,517 40,583
1,480
Totals
raised
17;
potatoes
937
bu.,
acres
planted
5;
Fif'h,
on
the
square
bounded
on
the
north
mav 21 3t
Executor.
year, and who will either be re-elected butter 310K pounds; maple sugar 160pounds;
Ashland......... SO I Lorain.............. 37
by High street, ou the east by Gay str.et, on
maple syrup 322gallons; bees26 hives, pounds
Huron........... 86 Morrow............ 20
or succeeded by those who will become of
the south by Vine street, ou the west by
New B. & O Engines.
noney produced 109; eggs 42960 dozen;
KESOLITIUX
Kuox.............. 35 I Richland......... .54
Main street.
a part of the incoming Senate with the apples 7272 bu.; pears 43 bu.: wool 27361
A
contract
for
ten
new
locomotives
for
pounds:
No.
of
domestic
animals
died
from
Sixth, on the square bounded on the
The convention will be called to order at next Presidential term, number twenty
disease, 2 hogs, 5 sheep, I cow, 2 horses.
the Baltimore A Ohio has been awarded by north by High street, on the east by Main Deflating it necessary to construct a Sewer
eleven o’clock a. m
JEFFERSON.
nine. The following tables show the
H G. Rkdinoton. Lorain.
General Manager Gteene to the Cooke Lo street, on th« south by Vine street, on tbe
Wheat 16338 bu.. acres sown 2276; rye 531
Tern. Chairman.
iu High street and Gay street, from the
outgoing Senators, their politics and the bu.,
comotive Works, of Patterson, N. J The west by Mulberry street.
acres
sown
175;
buckwheat
329
bu.,
acres
Seventh, on the square bounded on the
I. W. Tu >ma3. Ashland,
sown 38: oats 14835 bu., acres sown 8tt»; locomoiives will be of whet is known ae north by Vine street, on tbe east by Gay
probable politics of their successors:
Tern- Secretary.
barley acres sown 3; corn bu., (shelled),
edge of the paving on High street to the
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In Fine Wash Fabrics,
t Shirt Waist Patterns,
Dress Patterns and
Ready Made Shirt Waists.
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DEMOCRATIC STATE CONGESTION.

S

The
Circus
lias
Come
And
Gone

BSUOCUTE COUNH CONVENTION.

40890, acres planted 1358: acres in grass 1297:
tons of hay cut 512; acres in clover 79, tons of
clover cut 40. bu. of seed raised 64: potatoes
5280 bu , acres planted 73: butter 30580pounds
maple syrup 21 gallons; bees 43 hives, pounds
of honey produced 290; eggs 32510 dozen: ap
ples ltMlfo ou.: peaches 48 bu.; pears 68 bu.:
cherries 115 bu.: wool 15560 pounds: No. of
domestic animals died from disease, 11 hogs,
68 sheep. 9 cattle, 8 horses.
LIBERTY.

Wheat 11129 bu.. acres sown 1126; rye 721
bu . acres sown 86; buckwheat 193 bu., acres
sown 18; oats 18462 bu.. acres sown <36; corn
43615 bu.. acres planted 1092; acres in grass
1683; tons of hay cut 1000; acres in clover 247.
tons of clover cut 160. bu. of seed raised 210;
potatoes 5670 bu.. acres planted 46: butter
21988 pounds: maple sugar 95 pounds; maple
syrup 1453 gallons; bees 19 hives, pounds of
honey produced 40: eggs 21460 dozen: apples
-----•—""-------- :ars 27 bu.: cherries
mnds: No. of
Isease, 32 hogs,
9 cattle, 9 horses.

the consolidation type.and the cylinders will
be 22x28 inches. They will be used for
f:eight service. They will be of the most
improved type of freight locomotives, aud
are intruded for fast service. Twenty-five
new locomoiives were ordered a we«k or
more ago, and forty more wiU be ordered
shortly, making the total seventy-five. All
the new locomotives will be painted a dark
blue or blue black, with stripes of silver
paint, to conform to the color which will
be shortly used on the cars. All the loco
motives which are being repainted in the
B A O. shops are colored blue.

street, on the eouth by Gambiar street, on
the west by Main street.
intersection of High and Gay streets:
Eighth, on tbe square bounded on the
north by Vine street, on the east by Main
thence North to the North line of the
street, on tbe south by Gambier street, on
the we*t by Mulberry street.
city property, and under and into the
Ninth, on the square bounded on the
north by Gambier street, on tbe east by Gay
Third ward Engine housestreet, on the south by Front street, on the
west by Main street
ESOLVED, By the Ciiy Council of the
Tenth, on the square bounded on the
City of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, That in
north by Front street, on the erst by Main
tbe opinion ofConncil it is deemed necessa
street, on the south by Water street, on the ry and it does hereby declare its intent to
west by Mulberry street
improve High and Gay streets, by con
Eleventh, on the square bounded on tbe structing a sewer with the necessary catch
north by Water street, on the east by Main basins, man holes, flushing boles, bouse
street, on tbe south by the corporation line, connection pieces, etc., in said streets, from
on the west by Mulberry street
tbe edge of the pavement on Hieli street to
All tbe above described squares lying in the intersection of High and Gay streets;
Low Bate Excursions South.
Mt Vernon, Ohio, it baviug been deter theuce north to the north line of city prop
On the first and third Tuesday of each mined by Council from the petition pre erty, and under and into the Third ward
month till October about half rates f,r!“°^ ihereto and tbe plat accompanylug engine house. In accordance with the plans,
tbe same, that the owners of two-thirds of
round trip will be made to point* iu the the ground included in each of the above specifications aDd profiles uti file in the
office of the City Civil Engineer. The cost
South by the Louisville A Nashville rail described squares desire the same.
and expense of said sewer, less the amount
Section 2. That the height of any build to be paid by the ci»y, shall be assessed up
road. Ask your ticket agent about it, and
ing
or
addition
thereto
shall
be
determined
if he cannot sell you excursion tickets from the curb line of the street or alley on the lots and the lands bounding or
abutting said High and Gay streets, from
write to 0. P. Atmore, General Passenger nearest to said building or addition and the the edge of the paving to tbe intersection of
Ageut, Louisville, Ky , or Jackson Smith highest point of the roof thereof.
High and Gay streets; thence north to tbe
Section 3. That any person or persons north line of the city property, according to
D. P. A., Cincinnati, O.. J K. Ridgely, N
who shall erect or cause to be erected on benefits, and by tbe feet front, as tbe Coun
W P A , Chicago, Ill., Geo. B. Horner, D« either of tbe squares described in this ordi
cil shall specify in the ordinance for meh
P A , St Louis, Mo.
nance, any building or addition to any improvement. And the City Marshal is
building, more than ten feet high unless the hereby directed to cause legal notice of the
—Tbe Alumni Association of the Mt.Ver outer walls thereof be made of iron, stone, passage of this resolution to be served on
brick and mortar, or some of them; or if
non High school, met Friday evening and any person or persons shall move or cause the proper persons, and publication of this
resolution to be made, and make return as
decided to hol<i their annual banquet on to be moved upon either of the above de required by law.
Fiiday evening, June 12- Plates will be scribed squares any building or addition to
Passed May 25, 1896.
any building more than ten feet high
W. P. Bogardes,
laid for 200
unless the outer walls thereof be made of
P. B. Chase,
Pres, of City Council.
— The Beethoven Club gave one of their iron, stone, brick and mortar, or some of
City Clerk.
enjoyable musicales in the Parish _ Hou: 3, them, such person or persons shall, on
conviction,
be
fined
not
less
than
twen
’
yTuesday evening, the proceed* going to the
five dollars and the costs of prosecution.
benefit of the Public Library.
8ection 4. That if such building or ad
dition is not removed within thirty days
after such conviction it shall be the du’y off
AXXUALJ1EKTLVG.
tbe Marshal of said city to have such build
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
ing or addition immediately torn down or
The member* of the Knox County Mutu removed at the expense of the owuer or
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
al Insurance Company are hereby notified owners thereof 3
8ection 5. This ordinance shall take
that the annual meeting of said Company
will be held at their office in Mt. Yeruon. effect aud be in force from and after its
Ohio, on Wednesday, July 8, 1801, at 10 passage and due publication.
Passed June 1st, J806
o’clock a m , for the purpose of electing a
W P. BOGARDUS,
Board of Directors and for the transaction o
Wm. Welsh,
i.
Presideut.
other business.
H. H. GREER,
City Clerk pro tem.
Secretary.

Friday, June 5th, 1*96,
Republicans gain five Senators, pos
From 5 to 7 o’clock p. m. in the town sibly six.
ships, and at 7 o’clock p. m. in the
OUIGO’NG POPULIST SENATORS.
BERLIN TOWNSHIP.
wards of Alt Vernon, to select delegates
Probable politics
Wheat 16965 bu.. acres sown 1675: rye 101
Senators.
of successors
to attend the County Delegate Conven
bu acres sown 32: buckwheat 543 bu.. acres
John P Jones. Nevada..............Populist
sown 37; oats 22160 bu., acres sown 616; corn
tion, to be held at the Court House in James
bu (shelled). 60195, acres planted 1290: acres
H. Kyle. 8outb Dakota...Doubtful
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, on
W. A. Peffer, Kansas.................. Republican in grass 628; tons of hay cut 449; acres in
clover 847: tons of clover cut 573, bu. of seed
Saturday, June Gtli, 1896,
Republicans gain one Senator, pos raised 878: potatoes 8056 bu., acres planted 60:
butter 36830 pounds; maple sugar 5335
At 1 o’clock p. m. At said County sibly two.
ounds: maple syrup 2414 gallons: bees 41
Ives pounds of honey produced 751: eggs
Delegate Convention, delegates ,and
OUTGOING REPUBLICAN SENATORS.
26225 dozen; apples 1080 bu.; peaches 217 bu.
pears
49bu.: cherries 82 bu.: plums 8 bu.
Probable politics
alternates to represent Knox county in
wool 14725 pounds: No. of domestic animals
Senators.
of successor*
the conventions named below, will be William
died
from
disease, 8 hogs, 17 sheep, 9 cattle, 4
B Allison, lows.......... Republican
chosen as follows
Don Cameron. Pennsylvania...... Republican horses.
BROWN.
State Convention........ . ......................... 6 Fred T Dubois, Idaho................. Republican
Wheat 18946bu.. acres sown 2651: rye 309 bu.
H.Oallingin.New Hampshire..Republican acres sown 117: buckwheat 36 bu., acres
Congressional Convention.................... 35 J.
H. C Hansbrouge,North Dakota..Republican sown 227: oats 20013 bu., acres sown 899
Circuit Judicial Convention................ 6 J.
H. Mitchel. Oregon................. Republican barley 182 bu.. acres sown 10: corn bu.
Common Pleas Judicial Convention....35 J. S Morrill, Vermont................. Republican (shelled). 42592, acres planted 1461; acres in
grass 1217: tons of hay cut 503. acres In
At said County Delegate Convention G. C Perkins, California............. Doub fill
clover 262 tons of clover cut 78, bu. of seed
O H. Platt, Connecticut............. Republican raised 107; potatoes 4765 bu , acres planted
each precinct will also report one per J. 0. Pritchard. North Carolina... Democrat 38: butter 48286 pounds; maple sugar 32
maple syrup 226 gallons: bees 23
W. C.Squire. Washington......... Republican pounds:
son for the county central committee.
hives, pounds of honey produced 250: eggs
The several precincts are entitled to Henry M. Taller, Colorado......... Republican 39875 dozen; apples 9540 bu.: peaches 330 bu.
Republicans lose one Senator, possibly pears 50 bu.; cherries 7 bu.: plums 1 bu.
the following representation at said
wool 10552 pounds: No. of domestic animals
died from disease. 28 hogs, 89 sheep. 13 cattle
two.
County Delegate Convention:
4 horses.
BUTLER.
recapitulation.
Berlin....................5 Morris..................5 I,
Wheat 16436 bu.. acres sown H96: rye 87 bu.,
Middlebury
4
Probable
Republican
gains
in
Senators
Butler.................. 5
acres
sown
10:
buckwheat
10 bu.. acres sown
• from t*">ocrats............._.................. 6 1; oats 8725 bu.. acres sown
Brown.................. 6 Morgan
248: corn bu.,
Probable Republican gain iu Senator*
53170.
acres
planted
1288; In
acjres
In
College.................. 5 Pike..................... 6
from Populists.......................................... I J gr^s 730- tons ot hay cut 670: acres
clover
Clinton.................. 5 Pleasant ......... ....5
206. tons of clover cut 119, bu. of seed raised
Clay...................... 6 Un;on.............. .....7 I Total......... ..................................................... 6 163; potatoes 5725 bu.. acres planted 604;
13025 jxjunds; maple sugar 50 pounds:
Harrison.............. 5 Wayne................... 6 Probable Republican loss............................. 1 butter
maple svrup 761 galfons; bees 15 hives,
Howard................ 5
pounds of honey produced 5; eggs 12462
5 dozen; apples 1535 bu.: peaches 12 du.: wool
Mt. VernonI
R*PabUc*° K*ins. .....................
llilliar.................. 6
44 18059 pounds; No. of domestic animals died
<» Pre,ent membership in Senate.......
Jackson................ 5 1st Ward
from disease, 407 hogs, 53 sheep. 5 cattle, 11
................ r> I T°hd Republican Senators March 4. 1897..49 horses.
Jeffe.-son.............. 5
COLLEGE.
Liberty.................. 5
As it will take only forty six votes to
Wheat 4413 bu.. acres sown 441; rye 200 bu..
Monroe................ 5 4th Ward.............. 5
acres
sown
13;
oats
1554 bu.. acres sown 115;
Milford..................5 5th Ward...7”.'."...4 constitute a majority over the quorum corn bu.. (shelled). 19705, acres planted 981;
acres
In
grass
196;
tons
of hay cut 101; acres
Gth
Ward
...............
4
|
of
the
Senate
after
March
4,
1897,
it
Miller.................... 5
in clover 34. tons of clover cut 9, bu. of seed
would seem that, with forty-nine votes raised 20; potatoes 3435 bu.. acres planted
By order of committee.
15; butter 6135 pounds; maple sugar 50
almost certain and the great likelihood pounds;
COLUMBUS EWALT,
maple syrup 70 gallons; bees 10
hives, pounds of honey produced 40: eggs
that this number will he increased by 6750
D. B. Ti itle,
Chairman
dozen; applet 1965 bu.: peaches84bu.:
the possibilities to fifty, the Republicans, pears 35 bu.; cnerries 7 bu.; plums 7 bu.;
Secretary.
wool 3785 pounds; No. of domestic animals
if McKinley should he President and died from disease, 15 hogs, 4 sheep, 1 cow,
should call the Congress together to pass I horse.
HARRISON.
the high tariff measure, would have no Wheat 6167 bu.. acres sown 939; rye 152 bu..
acres sown 224; buckwheat 256 6u., acres
difficulty in passing such a measure in sown 31; oats 8203 bu.. acres sown 161: barley
bu.: corn bu., (shelled). 32874, acres plant
a Senate with a Republican majority II
ed 427: acres In grass 690: tons of hay cut
The Democrats of the first 8nb division of
253: acres in clover 6, tons of clover cut 3:
over
Democrats
and
Populists
of
at
the Sixth Common Pleas Judicial District
potatoes 456 bu., acres planted 3; butter 18077
pounds: maple sugar 400 pounds: maple
ot Ohio, composed of the counties ot Knox, least eight, and perhaps teu.
syrup 50 gallons; eggs 22505 dozen: No. of
But it can not be done. Among the domestic animals died from disease, cattle 1.
lacking and Delaware, will meet in di
HILI. JAR.
gate convention at
Republican Senators who hold over or
Wheat 9871 bu , acres sown 1475: rye 339 bu..
who will be re-elected there are at least acres
Centerburg, Wednesday, July 15,
sown 252: buckwheat 42 bu., acres
sown 606; oats 6590 bu.. acres sown 335: corn,
At 10 o’clock, a m , for the nomination of five who love .ree silver far more than (shelled).bu.. 45594. acres planted 1344: acres
two candidates for Judge of the Common they do their party, and regard their in grass 574; tons of hay cut lr£>: acres in clover
12, tons of clover cut 7: potatoes 725 bu.,
fealty Io the white metal as far more acres planted 3: butter 13285 pounds; maple
Pleas Court for raid Sub-division.
sugar
5 pounds; bees 6 hives, pounds of
David M. Kellkb,
sacred than their loyalty to the doctrine honey produced
40: eggs 25230 dozen: apples
bu.: pears 15bu.: wool 23577 pounds: No.
W. A Harris,
Chairman.
of protection, loese men are Dubois, 4106
of domestic animals died from disease, 3
Secretary.
Teller, Mantle, Carter and Cannon. hogs, 57 sheep. 4 cattle. 2 horses.
CLAY.
There are others, but these will stick out
Wheat 7024 bu.. acres sown 1343; rye 699 bu.,
Have you subscribed for a lot? If against a tariff bill unless it provides for acres
sown 192: buckwheat 5 bu.. acres
sown 31: oats 16060 bu., acres sown 704: barley
not, get you- name on the list w ilhout the free coinage of silver.
30 bu., acres sown 12; corn bu., (shelled),
acres planted 1628; acres In grass 1691;
delay.
Toe responsibility tor providing more 56650.
tons of hay cut 633; potatoes 7375 bu., acres
planted 12; butter 30245 pounds; maple sugar
revenue
for
the
Government
and
pre

The wheat crop in Mahoning is
40 pounds; maple syrup 335 gallons: eggs
dozen; apples 2066 bu.: peaches 10 bu.;
ported by County Commissioner James venting the further issuing of bonds will 45670
pears 117 bu.: plums 2 bu.: wool 68504 pounds;
be heavier upon the Republicans next No. of domestic animals died from disease,
P<Ice to be a failto-e.
year than it is this, 'j.ien they will 20 hogs, 134 sheep, 5 cattle. 12 horses.
PIKE.
The sale of lots is progressing satis have, as has been demonstrated, a good
Wheat 24193 bu., acres sown 2547; rye 45 bu„
factorily. Keep up the good work until working majority in the Senate, and acres sown 26; buckwheat 28 bu.. acres sown
2; oats 32444 bu.. acres sown 1168; barley 190
all are speedily disposed of. By the cannot give the excuse ot this year that bu., acres sown 10; corn bu., (shelled). 55280,
acres planted 1508: acres in grass 1221; tons
way, have you put your name down on they do not control that body.
of hay cut 648; acres in clover 663. tons of
cut 410, bu. of seed raised 450; potatoes
the list of lot subscriberx?
This analysis is, of course, based on clover
7622 bu., acres planted 71; butter 38700 pounds:
the supposition that the Republican maple sugar 140 pounds; maple syrup 475
allons: bees 27 hives, pounds of honey proDemoccuj, remember that the pri
silver Senators will still be Republicans. guced 2U5; eggs 32440 dozen; apples 7060 bu.;
maries are held Friday at d the County
peaches 885 bu.: pears 50 bu.: cherries 5 bu.;
As to this there is room for doubt. The plums 30 bu.; wool 19369 pounds; No. of do
Convention, Saturday, for the selection
mestic animals died from disease, 6 hogs, 51
feeling in the sage brush States is ad sheep.
6 cattle, 8 horses.
of delegates to represent the Democracy
mittedly Htense for free coinage. They
PLEASANT.
of Knox county : i the State. Congres
may go entirely outside of the Republi ■Wheat 11215 bu.. acres sown 1338; rye 299
bu.. acres sown 136; buckwheat 84 bu.. acres
sional, Common Plea9 and Circuit Coi
can party and into tiie new silver party sown 13: oats 12230 bu., acres sown 626; corn
entions.
(shelled). 38845: acres planted 1391: acres
which seems to be threatening. If so, bu..
in grass 1328; tons of hay cut 612; acres in
clover
tons of clover cut 57, bu. of seed
Mr. George B. Roberts, President of the Senators f-om Montana, Idaho, Wy raised 115,
41: potatoes 2600 bu., acres planted
49;
butter
29090
pounds; maple svrup 222 gal
oming,
Utah
and
Colorado,
ten
io
num

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
lons; bees 1 hive; eggs 21850 dozen; apples
has g'.ven his view of the bt’d’iess sit ber, with a possible recruit from the 5645 bu.: peaches 221 ou.; pears 134 bu.; cher
12 bu.; plums 31 bu.; wool 26W9 pounds;
Dakotas, could be counted on to place ries
URtion as follows:
No. of domestic animals died from disease.
54
hogs,
1 cow, 2 horses.
•‘In the coming Conventions at Chi f-ee silver above the tai iff issue, and
UNION.
eago aud St. Ixmis it is not so much a thus still more decisively block the
Wheat 14494 bu.. acres sown 2529: rye 490
question of candidates as it is a question I wheels of the protectiop’sts.
bu., acres sown 148; buckwheat 401 bu.,’acres
sown 37: oats 1406 bu., acres sown 572; barley
of current y. Protection can wait,and wait
501
bu.. acres sown 291: corn bu., (shelled).
a long while, too. \\ hether or not the
43885, acres planted 1440: acres in grass 1277:
At the Prohibition National Conven tons of hay cut 485; acres in clover 137, tons
Wilson hill is had, and whether <-r not
clover cut 48, bu. of seed raised 27; pota
the McKinley hill ’sgood, the business tion, at Pittsburg last loursday, there of
toes 2501 bu.. acres planted 40; butter 36876
world docs not want to see the ta.’ff was a lively fight on the money question pounds;
maple sugar 3 pounds; maple syrup
71 gallons: bees 30 hives, pounds of honey
(fuestiou opened up again for yeais
and
free
coinage
was
defeated
by
a
vote
produced
55: eggs 23310 dozen; apples4565 bu.;
We want less tai ill’and more rest. Le i
peaches 7 bu.: pears 41 bu.: wool 28651
Agitation of any kind and more actii tv of 387 to 427. Josh da P. Levering, of pounds; No. domestic animals died from
in legitimate lines. Matters will right Mai yland, for President, and Hale disease, 16 hogs, 101 sheep, 15 cattle, 27 horses.
WAYNE
themselves, and we shnll have prosper Johnson, of Illinois, for Vice President,
Wheat 17082 bu.. acres sown 1724: oats 14123
ity if we have the assurance of sound are the nominees. Joshua P. Levering bu.,
acres sown 351; corn bu., (shelled), 62450.
money and non-interference
foreig.i
acres planted 1390; acres In grass 510; tons of
is a prominent coffee merchant of Bal hay cut 283; acres in clover 715, tons of clo
nfla:-s.”
ver cut 605, bu. of seed raised 531: potatoes
timore. He is <5o years of age, reputed 8130
bu.. acres planted 54: butter 6680 pounds;
Tiie silver movement seems to be to be very wea’thy and is president of maple sugar loo pounds; maple syrup 1487
allous: bees 20 hives, pounds of honey progathering strength throughout the coun the Young Men’s Christian association. Suced 650; eggs 8310 dozen; wool 32(S) pounds;
of domestic animals died from disease.
try’ and the probability of the dominr He was formerly a Democrat, but haa 1 No.
horse.
tion of the white metal at the Demo’ been connected with the Prohibition
MIDDLEBURY.
cratic National Convention, to be held at party since 1884 and has for some years
Wheat 15953 bu , acres sown 1552; rye 140
bu.. acres sown 10; buckwheat 184 bu.. acres
Chicago next month, is spreading con past acted as tice chairman of the state sown 13; oats21060 bu.. acres sown 456: corn
(shelled), 75775, acres planted 1537; acres
sternation among the Republican “gold- executive committee. He ran on the bu.,
In grass 702: tons of hav cut 513; acres In
clover
tons of clover cut 800; bu. of seed
bugs” of the East, who fear that Indiana. Prohibition ticket last fall for Governor, raised 928.
1039; potatoes 8070 bu., acres planted
Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and even Ohio, receiving the highest vote ever cast in 38; butter 45515 pounds: maple sugar 4135
pounds; maple syrup 3669 gallons: bees 3
may be thrown into the doubtful col the state for the party. Hale Johnson hives; eggs 52690 dozen; apples 1765 bu.;
peaches »3 bu.; pears 26 bu.: cherries 26 bu.;
umn, should tho Chicago convention is 49 years of age. He was born in In plums 19 bu.: wool 21940 pounds; No. of
animals died from disease, 15
nominate a free silver Democrat against diana and served through the war. He domestic
bogs, 9 sheep, 6 cattle, 6 horses.
MILFORD.
McKinley standing on a “sound money” is a Past Commander in the G. A. R. and
Wheat 5326 bu., acres sown 866: rye 115 bu..
platform, or even on a bimetallic strad a Colonel in the Veteran Legion. In
acres sown 51; buckwheat 4 bu.; oats 21900
dle. The Pittsburg Post, of Tuesday, in 1884 he was a delegate to the National bu , acres sown 882: corn bu., (shelled), 51615,
acres planted 1757; acres In grass 2744: tons
a dispatch front Washington, reviewing Republican Convention, but shortly of
hay cut 1366; acres in clover 219, tons of
clover cut 136. bu. of seed raised 91: potatoes
the situation, printed the following after became a Prohibitionist and has 8156
bu., acres planted 24; butter 53300pounds;
maple sugar 420 pounds; maple syrup 1448
paragraph:
been prominent in its councils ever gallons:
bees 25 hives, pounds of honey pro
The anxiety of these Entern R> publicans, since.
duced 80; eggs 49400 dozen; apples 9150 bu.;
peaches
22
bu.; pears 44 bu.; cherries 7 bu.;
who are or have been in the past uncom
The free silver men bolted the con plums 13 bu.; wool 26550 pounds; No. of do
promisingly for the go'd standard, is not
mestic animals died from disease, 5 hogs, 39
vention and formed a new party, wl ch sheep, 13 cattle, 6 horses.
relieved by what they are told by Dem-crats
MILLER.
they
named the National pauy. They
I ke Senator Brlc«, of Ohio, who informed
Wheat 9334 bu.. acres sown 1284; rve acres
nominated
Charles
A.
Bentley,
of
Ne

n group of them today ih«t he believed the
sown 8; oats 1708 bu.. acres sown 866: barley,
sown 12: corn bu., (shelled), 58H05, acres
J)eni->craL9 would carry every State eouth of braska, for President, and J. H. South- acres
planted 2299; acres in grass 2426: tons ofhay
gate,
ot
North
Carolina,
for
Vice
Presi

cut
1265;
acres in clover 69. tons of clover cut
the Potomac aud west of the Allegbeniex.
23, bu. of seed raised 70; potatoes 42(15 bu ,
with a silver candidate ou a 10 to 1 platforu .• dent.
acres planted 69; butter 29150 pounds; eggs

Ullu
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A
Big
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Show
In
Mt. We are taking advantage of the
Vernon
present Hard Times to Secure

at

And when we say
BARGAIN COUN
TERS, it is not a mis
nomer, as we are of
fering footwear at
such low prices •
were never heard of
before in Mt. Vernon.

SPtCIlL LDifS OF DESIR1BLE
SFiSOKIBLE GOODS.
Of which we are giving our cus
tomers the benefit. In every
department of our house are to
be found
;;;

Democratic Common Fleas Judicial
uomeilioii.

Dry Goods Store

Park

We Aim to Keep

Just What

AND

Riverside
Additions
to Mt. Vernon,
............. Ohio.

The People Want!

Some of the things
people aie asking for
are mentioned below:
Good for

GRADUATING DRESSES!
We sold from one to three gradu
ating dresses a day last week.
We will show you what the girls
are buying if you step into our
store.

Shirt Waists.

251 Fine Building Lots in Desirable Loca
tions and at Low Prices.

135
SOLD THE FIRST THREE DAYS.

There is a stream of Shirt Waisle
from our cloak room to the street,
passing out of our cloak room all
the time. We have just the
styles you want.

Sleeve Buttons an«l
Shirt Waist Studs.
If you wear a Shirt Waist you
need Sleeve Buttons and Studs.
We have them from the cheapest
to solid silver and gold, as you
may wish.

Children’s

Shoes

and slippers, is to25 TRADE GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT
cents.
ATTENTION.
Ladies’ Kid Button
Shoes, reduced from
$4 to $1.
Men’s Calf Boots,
reduced from $3.50
to $1.
Boys’ Calf Boots,
reduced from $2.50
to 50 cents.
Boys’ Low Shoes,
reduced from $1.50
to 25 cents.
Ladies’ slippers, 15
cents.
Infants’ Shoes, 5
to 10 cents.

S. RINGWALT.
STANDARD PflT IERNS
Catalogue Tree

AND

The above are only a few
samples of the

In order to get it have made prices
that will interest you:
Good business suits................................... $3.50 and $3 75
All wool cassimere Buits.............................................. 6 00
Black clay worsted, all wool, new sack..................... 8 50
Black clay worsted, all wool, long frock.................... 8.50
G. A. R.. all wool, two set buttons............................. 8 50
Boys’ suits, nice goods................................................ 3.50
Children’s suits, good thing........................................ 1.25
Men’s overalls, with or without bib, make and fit
guaranteed................................................................ 39
Men’s unlaundried white shirts, regular 50cgrade... .35
Full regular seamless cotton sock.............................. .06

Neck Ties and Bows.
That have been made, and
it is to your interest to call
Many ladies wonder where they
early,
as at such prices the
can find Chair Tidies. Let the
name Browning A Sperry come goods are bound to go.
before your ‘vision when you are
perplexed again.

Our line of Bicycle Goods is the best

VANNA ITA'S

No more shields worn in dresses.
EUREKA Dress Vrotector and Corset
MAIN STRET, NEAR GAMBIER.
Cover adopted at Bight.
The Eureka Combined Dress Protec
and Corset Cover has open pockets H. C. Parker, Manager.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS. tor
which hold light shields, which can be
easily removed for laundering garment
EALED proposals will be received a> And as easily replaced. Always con
the office o I the Clerk of the B ard o'
FRIDAY EVENING.
An absolute necessity for
Education of Harrison township, in Kuos venient.
Grand Concert by tbe Pugh Videttea county, Ohio, until twelve o'clock, noon Shirt Waiste and Light Dresses.
on the 31 day of July, 1896, for building e
of Columbus. An excursion carrying School
ou the lot ei'uated in sub2,000 people is expected in f.-om Co district House
No 4 of said township, according
You all want fruit next winter. We
lumbus that evening on special train, to tbe plana and specifications ou file in
keep
all the articlea needed for the
returning at midnight Dancing in Slid office
purpose of spraying your fruit trees, viz:
Each bid must contain the name of every
pavilion.
Admission........ Adults, 10c; children 5c person interested in the s*me, aud be ac
Paris Green, Loudon Purple, White
companied by a sufficient guaranty of aotne
disinterested [verson, that if the bid is ac
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Hellebore, Blue Vitrol, Ac.
cepted, a contract will be entered into aud
the performance of it properly secured.
SATURDAY EVENING.
Protect your roee bushes, also your
The bid for each kind of material called
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, for by the specifications must be stated
current,
gooeherry, raspberry and black
of Mansfield, will run an excursion separately, and the price of each given, and
berry bushes, and grape vines with a
from Chicago Junction to Mt Vernon, the price of labor must also be separately
arriving at 7;30 and leaving at mid stated.
liberal spraying of a solution of Wbite
The Board reserves tbe right to reject any
night.
Hellebore.
or all bids.
Admission............................................ .5c
By order of the Board of EducationThe festive Potato Bug is here early
JOHN W. BURKHOLDER.
June 1, 1896.
Clexk
and in all his glory. “Knock ’em
j4
w5
SUNDAY.
Thu Peoiih^s Dry
•illy." We keep the pure, unadulter
Free admission to the Park to all paated Paris Green, to make ’em sick.
trons of the street car lines.
KILLIN'E we have for bedbugs and
roaches, ants, Arc. •.
MONDAY.
Give us a call.
Free Balloort Ascension and Parachute
Descent by Prof. Matt Hurley at 7:30.
For tho week commencing on this date
the Bnggesons, Carl and Sapphira.
Jeannette l^wiS, Wm. Milligan, in
No. 20 N. Main Street.
high class vaudeville.
Matintes
eveiy afternoon.
Mt. Vernon, 0.

PARK.

5^5

WE WANT YOUR TRADE

Shirt waists demand a tie of some

LAKE HIAWATHA

on tfeoufST

tJ?4******“'

kind. Ask for what you want—
Apply promptly, unless called upon
we have it.
Chair Tidies.
by the Citizens’ Committee, to

S. H. PETERMAN,
H. D. CRITCHFIELD,'
or HOWARD HARPER.

■

BlRGilHS WHICH CIHNOI
BE DUPLtCiTED.

The People’s

Lots for Sale
in

rX

BARGAINS!

But Tim Is

And it is worth any
person’s time coming
many miles to see.
We refei to the

\|wppv

3

STANDARD PATTERNS

R

niu

S

Also a great drive in Lace Curtains.
Don’t fail to see these bargains.

H

H. A. Mykrantz, Ashland; J. W. Rex
OUTGOING DEMOCRATIC SENATORS.
ford, Huron; Hugh Neal, Knox; II. G
Probable politics
Redington, Lorain; J- F. Barnett. Morrow;
of successors
Charles W. Fritz, Richland; District Com J.C Senators
8 Blackburn, Kentucky.... Doubtful
mittee.
N. C. Blanchard, Louisiana....... Democrat
C. S. Brice, Ohio........................... Republican
Wilkinson Cal), Florida............. Democrat
G. H- Gibson, Maryland............. Republican
J. W. Gordon. Georgia................ Democrat
D. B. Hill. New York .................Republican
J. L M. Irby, South Caroline.... Democrat
The Democratic voters of Knox Jame-< K. Jones, Arkansas...... ....Democrat
John M. Palmer, Illinois........... Republican
county are requested to meet at the James L Pugh, Alabama......... Democrat
usual voting places in the various | q d Vest, Missouri.................... Democrat
W. F. Vilas. Wisconsin............ Republican
precincts of the county on
G. W Voorhees, Indians.......... Demtcrat

3

in the city.

Sr®
One Trice Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«

S

STOP AND THINK.

SCRIBNER & CO.,

COSES ’CM ONE TBjTHEY ARE
A„d m., i.
BEAUTIES

CONSTIPATION,

----- J'd----The line of Men's Women's and

And all the evils that lluw frt m that Children's Shoes for Spring wear in all
condition. The remedy is
the newest and most stylish toes and

li li a in n in Tonic

shades, and at prices that are lower
r
•3 than the lowest. Call and see for your-

self.
It is not a patent medicine, hut one '
full line of Trunks and Valises.
that has been successfully used for the *
relief of weakness of the bowels and
----- ------------connected troubles fur over ten years.
*
I
Compounded and sold only at the drug

store of

ED. DEVER,
West Side Public Sport, It. VtrMi, Ohio.

SILAS PARR

The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear..# # # #
No. 3 South Main St.

Kirk block.

THE SOCIAL SWIM.

imjoiD.

All

Ila**
Eliminated,

Verbiage

Been

And Only the Newi Feat*

ure Retained.
John Dean Arrested for Embezzle

ment—bolt

Homing

ceived for the Park

Pigeons

Re

Free Kinder

garten Closed for the Year—Fami
ly Reunion.

One of the most fashionable weddings
ever held in this city will be witnessed it
St. Paul's Episcopal church, Thursday
evening, the occasion being the mar*
risge of Miss Isabel Kirk and Mr. Ben
Ames.
The ceremony will be per
formed by Rev.O. F. Smythe, assisted by
Rev. J. Q. Ames,of Washinglon.D- C .father
of tbe groom. Tne bridal party will ns
preceded by the vested choir, singiog the
Lohengrin wedding march, the maids and
ushers. The maid of honor will be Miss
Eleanor K<rk, sister of the bride, and the
other maids are Miss Clara Ames, Miss
Winue Baldwin, Miss Jennie Stamp, Miss
Eleanor Delano, Miss Sarah Russeil, Mi*,
S raw, of Carey, and Miss Mary MarSeld,
of Circleville. Mr. John Griffith Ames, Jr ,
will act as best man and among the ushe-s
are Mr. Robert Kirk, Mr. Chas. Stamp. Mr.
Wi’son, Mr. Clay Sanford, of Portsmouth,
and Mr. George Straw, of Carey, Ohio-

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

BDOMIHG HIGKlllOIIG.

Wi” be Held June 11—Teachers Se
lected Wednesday Evening

The Board of Education held a regular

Over Half the EotsSold in meeting Monday evening at which time
Three Days,

Anti the Remainder Must
Go in Short Order
To Assure to Mt. Vernon the Reten

tion of the Immense Cooper Works
and the Enlargement of the Eatal>liehnient to Double the Capacity it

Now Possesses.

Captain Harrieon Stevens was employed to
lake an enumeration of the school youth of
the city. It was decided to agree to the va
cation of West street from Sagar to Chest
nut, in the interests of the C. & G. Cooptr
Co.
Tne report of Superintendent Bonebrake
for the yea." was received and filed.
Tne building committee reported lhat
they had caused to be erected at all the
public school buildings in tne city, a flag
pole in compliance with a recent law.
Commencement exercises will be held
Tnuraday, June 11. in Woodward Opera
House, commencing at nine o’clock.
Tne committceon teachers for the ensuing
year had been unable to meet and were
therefore not ready to report. The Board
then adjourned until this (Wednesday)
evening in otde* to give ibe committee time
to consult, at which time they will report
their recommendations for the corps of
teachers for the ensuing \ ear.

comjios.

SILENT MAJORITY.
CHARLES BAKER,

HESKEITJQIIKD GUILTY.

John W. Vernon against Horace B John
B n, judgment for plaintiff for $-577 30.

A young man nineteen years of age, resid
PROBATE COURT ITEMS.
ing in Fredericktown, fell dead in that
Charles Elliott, John Taylor and Jobn M.
Uriugw in Verdict Boggs, appraisers of tbe estate of Sarah Ann Committed iu a Locality
Get
Into JIii<l<lle Over village from heart disease, Thursday Jury
afternoon.
-He
had
been
in
perfect
H )rn, have filed their inventory, showing
Kite With Outlawry.
Bate Tuesday Evening.
L.evy Ordinance.
health leaving his home at noon, be
a totc.1 of $863 98.
cheerfully whistled on bis way down to the
G. W. Porterfield, executor of the estate
After Pasting It, Ordi- village depot- There,with some companions John I>. Ewing's Fee Re- of Sarah A. Horn, has filed his report of Thi« Time a DefeiiweleNM
he climbed about the large iron bridge,
W’idow i*» the Victim.
dneed from $500 to $200. property sold- Total, $204-67.
nauee Is Reconsidered
when suddenly he fell over dead. Deceased
M. M. Lafever has been appointed execu
was a bright, popular young man, well
tor of the estate of T. P- Lafever, givfng
respected in tbe community. The funeral Tax Levy For County Made—Charles $9,0C0 bond with L. W. Armentront and Two Cowardly Ruffians Enter (he
Anti Referred Back to Finance Com
occurred Sunday.
Lewie File* a Sensational* Damage Wm-Hamilton as surities. Tbe estate is
Home of Mrs. Lydia Morris and Beat
mittee for Report at Next Meeting
valued at $U,6( J.
—Police Committee Granted Fur

ther Time to Investigate Charges

Against Officer Lauderbaugh.

DARIEL PIPES

On Tuesday of last week, Daniel Pipes died
at bis late residence in Clay township, of
typhoid pneumonia, after an illness of three
weeks' duration. At the time of his death
Mr. Pipes was 69 years of age. He left six
children—four sons and two daughters. His
wife died lhr«e years ago. The funeral
took place Thursday morning, and inter
ment was at the Bladensburg cemetery.
Rev. Walker, of Tiverton Center, officiated.

Suit—Charles Wade Given Posses
sion of

His Child

Pending

Hearing of Case.

the

Her

MARRIAGE LICENSES.

Ben Ames and Isabel Kirk.
H. L. Hoar and Lydia E- Ewets-

Into

Insensibility—Searched

the House-Mrs. Morris Attempts

to Shoot One of Them.

DEEDS RECORDED.
The case of tbe Stat£ against Wm. HesThe details of a fiendish outrage commit
Have you pat your name down for a
— Retail price: Butler, 121; eggs, 10.
Ten of the twelve members of Council
Joseph 8cott to Alex Critohfield, 381 ted upon an eged and helpless lady have
kett, indicted for shooting with intent to
lot?
— A bright boy, about 16 years ol age.can
responded to their names at roll call Mon
kill, ma<m and wound one David Allen, acres in Howard, $1,4(0.
reached this city The deed was committed
If not, do not hesitate any longer, bat
find a good position at the Baxnkb office.
day evening, the absent ones being MessrsCharles S. Sapp. Sheriff, to Prudence Can- last Wednesday evening at Ibe residence of
Jnly 6, 1895, occupied criminal court
give
the
enterprise
a
push.
Call at once. ,
Coe and Vance. President Boga-dua oc
Monday and Tuesday. The case was llebury.50 acres in Liberty,4 $500.
Mrs- L. J. Morris, about seven miles north
Prompt action is what is needed to make
cupied the chair, and wore in the lapel of
— The bass ball game Friday between the
Harvey E Fletcher to John T. Barber, lj of the city.
given to the jury at four o'clock Tuesday,
One of the pleasantest events of the week it a success. Of necessity, the matter cannot
his
coat
a
beautiful
rose,
whose
presence
“fats” and "leans,” for tbs benefit of ‘be
and at seven o'clock they returned a verdict acree iu Pike. $253 50.
was the high tea given by Mrs. J- N Lewis be long drawn out. It must be closed np
The facts, as near as they can be gleaned,
there he explained as dne to the fact that
MIS- ARRA HORTOR SMITH.
Homs for Friendless Children, netied that
of guilty.
Eliza Collins to Adam Stitzleio, lot 12 in are about as follows: Mrs Morris resides
at her beautiful and artistic home on without any delay.
he
was
ce
’
ebrating
tbe
twenty-fifth
anniver

A
telegram
was
received
here,
Wednesday
institution $20-75
Greersville, $1,200.
West High street, complimentary to the
with a son, Da, and a hired man, named
Like the Congressman from Texas, the
sary of bis marriage. The proceedings had containing the sad intelligence of the death
— The Larimore and Hawkins families,
James M. Bebout to Emily S. Bebout, 115 Scbooley, both men beingab^ut twenty-five
ewing’s fee reduced.
senior cless of Harcourt Tlace seminary. Cooper Company want to know where they
already gotten well under way when City of Mrs. Anna Norton 8mith, wife of Mr. E.
of Knox, Morrow, Delaware and Licking
Mrs. Lewis, who is always a charming hos "are at ” If the project is to be carried out
The County Commissioners met Monday acres in Clay and Morgan, {5935.58.
years of age- During tbe first of the week
Clerk Chase received a telegram announcing D. Smithbf Pittsburg Something over a
counties will bold a family reunion at Mt.
Martha Robinson to Katharine wood, 54 tbe son sold some hogs, receiving therefor
tess, received in a hahdscme black a,lk the-e is much work ahead, in the way of
and passed upon the bill of John D. Ewing
the serious illness of his sister at New year ago, Mrs. Smith was severely injured
Liberty, ne-t Saturday, June 6.
acres in Union, $700.
brocade trimmed with lace and jet. She building tbe proposed extension to the es
for $500, for assisting his brother, D. F
Charles 8. Sapp, Sheriff, to T J. 8cott, 95 a considerable sura of money. On Wed
— John Sapp, on Tuesday, received a loft
Bought at Receiver’s Sale Saturday Holland. He was immediately excused in a runaway accident that left its perma
was assisted in receiving by Mrs. Mary tablishment, which must be commenced in
Ewing,
in
prosecuting
Douglas
Bricker.
acres
in Jackson. $550.
nesday evening, in company with tbs hired
that
be
might
catch
an
early
train
for
that
nent
effects.
Everything
that
medical
skill
of homing pigeons from Welmeiding, Pa,
By D. B Kirk.
Gideon Elliotts to Ellen Cassell, i>art lot 2 man, be came to this city, remaining until
Cnrtis and daughters, the Mhses Alice and a short time, and pushed rapidly along to
The allowance was cut down to $200.
point.
and science could suggest was adopted to
for the Park. Each bird has a silver band
in
Fredericktown,
$1.
Edith Curtie, Mrs. J. Q. Stevenson and completion. The business necessities of
Tbe tax levy ordinance was introduced prolong her life, but the ftail structure
J G. Bell, extr . to W. D. Bell, part Jot 20 about ten o'clock. He left bis mother
about its ankle,bearing a registered number. Mrs. John Jennings
TLe tables were
DAMAGE SUITalone, which he was accustomed to do. for
in Brown’s addition. $1.
— Tbe members of tbs K. of P. Anniver. beautifully decorated with choice flowers the Company demand it. This will be ap The Amount Paid Was $7,737-Some and during the discussion that followed finally yielded and her spirit passed away,
A.
B
Kelly
to
F.
J.
Dnrbin,
lot
109
in
Charles
Lewis,
Tuesday,
brought
suit
Mrs. Morris, despite her years, is a plucky
preciated
by
every
citizen
who
will
stop
fo
several acrimonious exchanges of repartee while a devoted husband and two loviDg
saiy Committee are requested to meet at tbe and a tempting menu served. About 100
Talk of Rejuvenating the Shops
against John R. L tree, for $5,000 damages Northwestern addition, $1,162
lady and not at all timid. Meanwhile, two
were
indulged
in.
A
motion
to
transfer
Lodge room, Thursday evening, June 4th gnests were preseut including tbe faculty of a moment to consider the situation.
daughters
are
left
to
mourn
her
lots.
Mrs.
Jobn
A
Ruby
to
Amanda
Kunkle,
42}
—Other Rumors.
By this lime every citizen who is able to
ruffians appeared at the home, and covering
one-eighth of a mill from the ccndemnation Smith was the eldest daughter of tbe late for tbe seduction of his daughter, Emma acres in Brown. $1 300.
at 6:30 standard time- A full attendance is
Harcourt Place,
Mary W. Hauger to Charles H. Hauger, Mrs. Morris with pistols, demanded the
buy a lot should have his mind made np to
desired.
to the sanitary levy, was carried, and after Rev. L. R. Norton, of this city, and her May Lewis. He alleges that on November
11. 1895, and at divers times since, Loree lot 31 in Howard. $550.
money. At the time Mrs. Morris had re
do so, so that when the committee calls upThe Cooper-Roberts plant, situated on
— The Democ.atic Common Pleas Judi
Martha E- Mossholder to Thomas B. Van tired, and having blown ont the lights, was
Miss Alice Von Wickten is visiting ou him he should put his name down on Main street, and which has been in the several ineffectual efforts to change some of early years were passed at Mt. Vernon, debauched hie daughter, whereby she be
cial Convention tor this Sub division will
the other levies, tbe bill was passed. Then where she is still lovingly remembered. She
Winckle,
109
17
acree
in
Jackson,
$1.
friends at Dresden.
came pregnant. The girl in question is
the list at once and not delay the matter by hands of a receiver for some weeks, was it was reconsidered, referred to the commit
unable to distinguish tbe intruders. She
be held at Centerburg on Wednesday, July
was a true Christian woman, possessing
Miss Sara Russell, of Washington, is in asking the committee to call again. It sold pursuant to an order from CourlSaturoDly sixteen years of age.
informed them that her son had tbe money.
MID-SUMMER EXCURSIONS.
15, at which two candidates for Judge will
tee of tbe whole, placed on the table, takeD sweet nature and noble character that
the city visiting friends.
should be considered that the gentlemen day, to D B. Kirk, for $7 737. Mr. Kirk from 1 tie table and referred to the finance
Then they began to abuse her, one of them
be nominated.
showed its influence on family and friends
Mrs. J. M. Critchfield is in Urbana visit composing tbe commifee are taking valua was tbe only bidder, and stated that he
Excellent Rate* Offered Travelers by grabbing her by the arm. Mrs. Morris did
TAX LEVY.
Prof. C. E. Jackson, of the Academy of
committee to report at the next meeting.
Mrs. Robert Clarke and daughters, Ella
ing Mrs. D. McDonald.
B. & O. and C., A. & C. Ry’e.
The County Commissioners, Tuesday,
ble time from their business in calling upon represented no combination, but merely
not faint, she did not scream, but on the
Music, at Pittsburg, Peun., arrived here last
HOW IT WAS DORE.
and Mary, left Wednesday for Pittsburg to
Miss Mae Updegraff has gone to Pitts our citizens in the interest of the project, bought the plant as a personal investment.
fixed the tax levy for tbe ensuing year, as
contrary did a most sensible thing. She
Friday to spend tbe summer vacation with
The Clerk called the roll and read the be present at the funeral ceremonies.
On Jane 9, 10 and 11 the B AO. railroad
burg for a visit with friends.
follows: County fund, 1! mill; poor fund
and are doing it from a commendable
grabbed a pistol lying on tbe foot of the
Rumots have beeu afloat to the edict that minutes of the. preceding meeting. The
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 8. Jackson, of
will sell excursion tickets to Colnmbus,
motive
—
a
desire
to
see
success
come
in
tbe
J
mill;
election,
1
mill;
soldiers'
relief,
1-10
Mr.
Robert
Lucas,
of
Columbus,
was
the
lounge and snapped it twice in the ruffian's
the
plant
would
be
converted
into
a
manu

LAVRA MITCHELL,
West High street.
Cily Civil Engineer reported that he had
Ohio,
at
rate
of
one
fare
for
the
round
trip
matter, and Mt. Vernon enjoy tbe benefits facturing establishment, the natuie Of
face. Had the weapon not failed to work,
— Rev. L W. Mulhane, while aiding in guest of friends in tbe citycompleted tbe plat of the fire district and Aged 18 years, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. mill; total, 5 35 mills.
on account of the races, good for return
Mr. George Sails, of -Mansfield, »j>ent that are sure to follow. This committee, which is not clear- One prominent Main obtained tbe signatures of more than two- Torrence Mitchell, died at the home of her
tbe outlaw would have got what he so
caring for tbe children of the Parochial
until
Jane
12,
1896.
however, cannot keep up their wotk and street merchant is authority for the state
WESTLAKE PARSONS CASE.
badly needed. After the refusal of tha
schools, at tneir picnic Thursday, was Sunday with Prof-J. A- Hawkins.
thirds of tbe property owners therin. which parents near Lock, Saturday, of consump
On JaDe 12. 13, 14 and 15 tbe Ballimoie
In the case of Mary J. Westlake against
Mias Alice Patterson and Mine Laura neglect their business for an indefinite ment that with proper encouragement a were now in the hands of the City Solicitor. tion. She is survived by her parents, two
pistol to fire, she struck tbe fellow several
thrown from an electric car at Front street,
it
Ohio
railroad
will
sell
excursion
tickets
period. Hence, it is blit justice to them bicycle factory could be located there. To
Pickard, are visiting Columbus friends.
and slightly injured.
The Marshal reported that he bad notified sisters and a brother. Tbe funeral services Dr- A. Parsons, appeal, the jury returned a to St. Louis. Mo., at rate of one fare for the times in the face before she was finally
Mrs. C- F. Baldwin is vuiting her that they be not usked by any citizen to those unfamiliar with tbe amount of capi
— At Fredericktown Tuesday night a very
property holders along the line of construc were held at the home on Monday, Rev. J. verdict for plaintiff, assessing the amount round trip account Republican National overpowered. They continued to beat her
daughter.
Mrs. A. C. Dickinson, in Canton. call again.
due her al $41 18.
until she was unconscious, when they
tal required to operate such an establish tion of the proposed Gay street sewer.
.Snyder, officiating.
unusual occurrence took place in Masonic
Convention. Tickets will be good for re
This project has been so completely gone ment, it will perhaps surprise them to learn
Miss Nellie Crissey, of the O- W. U-, is tbe
dragged bar into the yard and bound and
chcles, when Mr. L. B. Ackerman confer
The ordinance defining the limits of the
turn until June 21,1896. In case the con
BHRIMPLIN FOUND GUILTY.
gagged her. Returning to the house, they
MR8. W. o. DUNCAN,
red the Master's decree upon his two sons, guest of Miss Elizabeth Wilson, of Green over by the Banner, and every feature of it that $10,000 will completely eqnip a plant fire district was here introduced and read
vention continues in tession beyond June
so
fully
explained,
that
surely
every
citizen
George
Shrimplin
was
last
week
convict

Valley.
ransacked its every nook and corner, tore
for
the
manufacture
of
bicycles.
The
ad

Aged 44 years, died at tbe home of her
E- L and E. V. Ackerman.
tbe first time.
21,
arrangements
will
be
made
to
extend
Mr. It. R. Black left lor Lancaster Satur is familiar with every phase of it, and no vantages of such an industry are apparent,
ed of burglary, for cobbing the larder of a
open beds and cut into cushioned chairs
— Despite a heavy down-pour of rain
The resolution introduced by Mr. West at daughter, Mrs. R. H. Fowler, on West
the return limit of tickets until the day fol
and lounges in tbeir efforts to discover the
Saturday, several hundred excursionists day morning to spend a few days with attempt will he made again to go iuto the from the fact that it would give employ the last meeting, repealing the ordinance High street, Sunday morning. Mrs. Dun neighbor, Mrs. Elizabeth Gamble, at Milllowing adjournment.
wood,
February
22.
The
event
at
the
time
details•
friends
treasure. Failing, they returned to the
ment
to
the
youths
of
the
city.
can,
whose
maiden
name
was
8impson,
was
from the King avenue M. E. Church, Col
requiring the performance of two days’
On June 10 and 11 tbe Baltimore A Ohio front porch and coolly sat and smoked
Mrs Harry Devin has gone to Wawasee,
There is, however, one point that the
Again, there is a rumor that an effort will labor on the streets, came up for second twice married, her last husband being Mr. attra ed some attention owing to the pe
umbus, came over Saturday morning, and
Ind., to spend several months with her public should understand and make no be made to secure a company for the manu
culiar manner iu which the discovery was railroad will sell excursion tickets to Ken awaiting the son's return. After remaining
spent the day at Lake Hiawatha Park.
reading, but failed to secure enough votes W. O. Duncan, of Cripple Creek, Colo. The
ton, Ohio, at rate of one fare for the round a short time, they became alarmed and
mistake about it,and that is simply this: factory of a gas and gasoline engineThe to entitle it to such consideration.
funeral occurred Wednesday afternoon and made. Shrimplin’s children attend the
— Tbe fourth annual State Convention father.
trip, account
Union Ex-Prisoners of fled.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Ed.
Grant
left
for
their
fu

village
school,
taking
with
them
a
noonday
If
the
Cooper
Works
are
to
remain
in
Mt
present shops are located in Bellville. The
of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew closed a
Tbe Finance Committee reported a bill interment was made in Mound View.
lunch. Prior to that time, their homely War Association of Ohio. Tickets wi’l be
The son returned aud found his mother in
two days’ session at Gambler, Sunday even ture home in Johnstown, Pa, Saturday Vernon and double their present working farce chief advantage of the engines in question from tbe Townsend Co , of Zanesville, for
offour hundred men, every lot must be sold, as is the simplicity of their construction,
fare contained no meat, but immediately good for return until Jane 13, 1896.
Congregational Concert.
the yard where the ruffians had left bar.
ing. It was one of the largest and most morning.
a barrel of tar pitch. The Civil Engineer
On
June
9
and
10
the
Baltimore
A
Ohio
Miss Dora Seeberger, of Chicago, is the a failure in this particular means that the which renders it possible to put them on
A sacred concert was given in the Con. thereafter abounded with delicious steaks
She had lain there in a partially uncon
successful conventions ever held by this
explained that the pitch was ordered for
railroad will sell excursion tickets to Toledo
guest of her grandparents, Hon. and M*g- project falls through and Mt. Vernon loses the the market at a much less figure than is
order.
use in repairing tbe streets, and as the pav- gregational church, Sunday evening, et. of ham. Shrimplin was arrested, the hou9t Ohio, at rate of one fare for the round trip scious state daring the storm that passed
immense establishment which is the very life of charged for engines of competing firms.
searched and the meat found. Shrimplin is
over that vicinity during the even
— The residence of Dr. and Mrs. O. W Charles Cooper.
iDg contract with Mr. Towneend stipulates tended and by a large aud apprecia.
Miss Elia" Kirk, who hi sbeen attending our existence.
Mr. W. D. Roberts was seen by a Barner that he shall keep tbe paving in repair for live audience. The singing of Mr. Reas- a bad man. He has been under indictment account Wholesale and Retail Coal Dealers ing. Tbe next morning Sheriff Sapp was
Bedell, former’y of this city, but now of
Association of Ohio. Tickets will be good
Do yon think the Barner is stating the reporter Monday, and asxed concerning the
was excellent. Below is given the nine times in this county, being convicted
notified and sent Deputy Gay Wright out,
St Louis, was completely destroyed by tbe school iu Cincinnati the past year, arrived
five years, be thought that the bill should
situation strongly? Not so! The above is possible future of the plant. He did not
once before for which he served a term in for return until Jane 12, 1896.
program
:
who made a thorough investigation, but
cyclone in that city last week. The family home Saturday.
be preserved until a final settlement be bad
On
June
12
and
13
the
Baltimore
A
Ohio
The Misses Terry, of East Chestnut street, the solemn trnth—every word of it, and iu seem inclined to discuss the matter. There
penitentiary.
Hymn 1.
was unable to find any claw to tbs perpe
escaped with tneir lives by seeking refuge
with this gentleman.
railroad
will
sell
excursion
tickets
to
Den

Scripture.
are entertaining Mis. M. L. Hood, ot uttering it, the Baxhub knows whereof it is little doubt but that something wi’l soon
trators.
in the basement.
The Mayor presented a bill for extra duty
ver, Colo., et rate of one fare for the round
Prayer.
speaks.
WANTED THE CHILDdevelop, though of what nature cannot be of the police force on May 2 and 10, which Anthem—"Gloria in Kxcelsia”....Rubinstein
The msn wore masks which completely
— Elias Cooper, one of tbe most promi Washington, D. C.
trip,
plus
$2.00,
account
Junior
Order
Stop and consider a moment
Suppose Ascertained.
Miss Mabel Mi ct?ll and Miss Belle LeckCharles Wade last week began hai>eas
Arranged by Muller—Choir.
hid their features, rendering it impossible
nent citizens of Morrow county, died at his
was referred to tbe Police committee.
United
American
Mechanics
’
National
Solo—“Tbe Last Wish”....... ....................Abt corpus proceedings in Common Pleas Court
for Mrs. Morris to identify them. She de
horns in Mt. Gilead last week. He was liter have retnraed from a pleasant visit tbe Cooper Wotks were to be closed down,
At this point in the proceedings City
Mr. F. J. Resler.
and one of the liberal and tempting offers
to obtain possession of his daughter, Ada Council. Tickets will be good for return scribes one of them as being a large man,
born in Knox county, whsre he was mar with Bellefontaine friends.
Clerk Chase was excused and Mr. Welsh
Mymn
482.
leaving
Denver
Jane
20
to
25,
inclusive,
bat
It appears that
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Chase have gone to made by other cities was accepted, what
ried Maria Talmage. He later removed to
weighing nearly two hundred pounds.
Solo-“Thv King”.................... Paul Rodney Wade, three years oldchosen Clerk pro tern.
Wade’s wife died some time ago and the are subject to an extension until July 15, if There is no doubt but that the men were
Mr. Geo. Kelley.
New Holland, called there by the serious wonld be the effect on Mt. Vernon? There
Morrow connty.
•
Tbe bills of the Robert Clarke Co., for
Quartet—"Tbe Sabbath of the 8our’...Bohm child was taken to live with its grandpar deposited with Joint Agent at Denver on or familiar with the community, for tbe rea
are not two answers to that question—the Fate and Leans Have a "Go" at Each
— J. H. Barrett, former General Superin illness of Mr. Chase's sister.
furnishing blanks for the Mayor's office,
Misses Ensminger and Welshymerents, Mr. and Mrs. Kring, of Pleasant before June 20, 1896.
Mr J. W .Cal dwell,of Newark,spentSunday town wouldn’t be worth living iu, and a
tendentof the C., A. A C., has been ap
son that one of them called her son by a
was presented, and after some levity due to
Other,
Messrs- Kelley end Resler.
more
direful
calamity
could
not
befall
the
township. Now Wade seeks to recover tLe
with
his
parenta,
Mi
and
Mrs.
JA.
Cald«
pointed Division Superintendent of 400
"nickname” which was not generally
tbe manner in which the Clerk read tbe Offertory—‘‘Cantilena Nuptiele”...... Dubois
community.
child. Hearing was set for Thursday, but Royal Arcanum Memorial Service. known except to the neighborhood. Also,
Mrs. Clough.
miles of tlis Southern, with head-quarters well, of Weet Chestnut street.
several items, were. referred to tbe Police Solo-"Ave Maria
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But
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is
no
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of
such
a
most
A
memorial
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will
be
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at
the
In "Which the Former Came Off Vic
was postponed until Monday, when Wade
Mr. Sterl Wolverton, of tbs Columbus
at Allan ft», and in charge of the terminals
when Mrs. Morris protested that she did no
Committee.
Miss Dora EnsmiDger.
was given possession of the child for two Bap'ist church next Sunday evening, be have tbe money, one of them blurted out
base ball team, spent Monday night in tbs undesirable thing occurring if the citizene
torious—Greya Defeat the Team
at that important point.
Hymn 104
Mr. West, for the Police Committee,asked
of Mt. Vernon put their shoulder to the
ginning at 7 o'clock, by members of Mt "that he knew a G—d d—d sight better, be
weeks, pending hearing.
From Kenyon.
— John Dean was arrested Monday, on a city, the guest of his parents.
for further time in the investigation of the Anthem —"Cantate Domino”~8. P. Warren
wheel, and push the project along to a sue
Vernon Council No. 11 Royal Arcannm, in cause he bad seen Ira receive the money.”
Incidental solos by Mies Welshymer Miss
MrsHenry
Wilkinson
returned
Saturday
warrant sworn out by Chas. A. Stall, ptocharges against Officer Lauderbaugh. He
Ensminger end Mr Resler.—Choir
cessful and speedy conclusion; and there are
memory of the late Cornelius C. Barber,
from
Cleveland,
where
she
spent
two
weeks
COMMON
PLEAS
COURT
JOURNAL.
This locality is becoming notorious for
prietor ol the New Clareudon saloon, charg
explained that one of the members ot the
Beodiction.
enough people who are able to purchase lots
The game scheduled to have taken place
Martha E. Rogers against John Brown; George T. Flint and Lewis F. Day, who outrages of this character, being in tbe
ing him with embezzlement. He had a with her son, Charles Wilkinson.
committee was out of the city, and that
were members of Council No- 11, and who neighborhood in which old Jesse McGngin
Misses Lilly and Nora Rowdem-and Hat to close out the sale before another week Monday of last week between tbe Greys owing to tbe nature of the charges, the
judgment rendered for plaintiff for $301 50
hearing before Mayor Hunt and was bound
rolls around if they want to do so. Take aDd the Kenyon College team, and which
died during the past year. On tbe occasion resides, and whose troubles are too familiar
tie
May,
of
Mansfield,
are
the
guests
of
Miss
Pauline
Church
recovered
a
judgment
over to court io the sum of $100. He gave
committee desired a full and thorough in
the matter home petsonally to yourself, and waa poatponed, was played on Wadneaday
Laura Maateller, Wooster avenue.
against J G- I’embrook and S. W. Dowds, named the follewing program will be to our readers for repetition here. A de
bond.
vestigation. On motion of Mr. McFeely an
if
you
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not
yet
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your
name
on
Both
teams
aaemed
to
have
had
an
off
day,
carried out.*
termined effort should, and perhaps will ha
Mrs. S- R. Morrison and little daughter
for $107 66.
— J'.E. Hanregan has been appointed
extension of time was granted.
Requiring All Physicians to Register
the list lose np time iu doing so. It will as there were enough errors made to causa
Prayer................................. —Rev. C. J Pose. made, to rid that community of such char
Janet,
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the
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The
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of
Eliza
J.
Reese
against
Wm
Assistant General Passenger agent of the
Mr. McFeely called forth a statement
Hymn
............
.......................
..Rock
of
Ag<s.
With State Board,
prove a good investment for you, and will an undertaker to become jealous. Esielacters as apparently infest it.
Middleton have been dismissed.
Cleveland, Akron A Columbus, with office McCormick, Noah Mulberry street.
from the Finance Committee by declaring
In memoriam—
burne essayed to do tha catapult act for the
Albert Coleman against Steven Hood; C. C. Barber, address by L G. Hunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Cochran came over help along agood thing.
at Cleveland. affective Jane I. He has been
that several weeks previous he had gotten
Tbe committee which is doing such good Kenyons while Silcott did similar things
T. Flint, address by L. B. Houck.
assistant to General Passenger Agent Daly from Colnmbus, Saturday, for a short visit
Now Effective—Penalty Attached for damages to the amount of $75 awarded George
Lewis F. Day, address by H. D. Critchfield.
work in the matter is made up of Hon. W for the Greys. Esselburne lasted three in a motion through Council authorizing
with
the
latter
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
Kidwell.
plaintiff.
Special sale Dinner Ware
iu the Cleveland office, but without the title
repairs
on
tbe
crossing
et
Catharine
and
Anthem
...... ............................................ Choir
Failure
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—
None
RegMiss Celie Herman and Miss Carrie M. Koons, QbAirnaan;. John 8. Ringwalt ninga and gave way to Sawyer who pitched High streets, upon the .statement of the
R D. and H. T. Sapp, as assignees of Hymu.......................Nearer My God to Thee at
which is now accorded him.
Frank L. Beam’s.
• istered in Probate Court.
Frank Moore, John M. Ewalt, A. F. Stauf good ball for three innings, when ba waa
Peter Love, against Norman C. Hookaway; Address................................ -Rev. C. J. Rose
— For the Wholesale and Retail Coal Blackman, of Columbus, spent Saturday
Clerk that there still remained to the credit
fer, H D. Oritohfield, Councilman W P again replaced by Esselbume. The game
the’jnry awarded the plaintiffs verdict for Prayer........................ ............ Rev. C. J. Ruse
Dealers’ association meeting, Toledo, Ohio and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Tor
of tbe Third ward, $35 of the bridge
Bogard us, Mayor L. G. Hunt, James Israel was an uninteresting one until the seventh
The members of tbs Council will meet at
Money.
the costs.
June 9 and 10, tbe C., A. & C. Ry. Co. wili rey.
fund.
Now,
when
the
work
wee
completed
The
tecent
Legislature
passed
a
bill
Dr. Delano Ames, of Baltimore, Md., ar Burgess L. McElroy, Wm. Banning,C- A inning when tbe Greys lit on to Esselburne and the bill presented, they were informed known es theTCimmel law, which requires
The First National Bank has secured cog Qnindaro Hall at 6:30 o'clock and march in
If you nave money to invest I can
sell excursion tickets.to Toledo and return
Bope, F. L. Fairchild, Frank L. Beam, A and pounded out nine runs, winning the
a body to tbe chnrcb.
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
at rate of one fare for the ronnd trip. Tick rived in the city Monday to be present at
11 practicing physicians to register at tbe □ovit judgment against Milton Bird, Or
M.
Stadler, A. J. Beach, W 8. Sperry, Jobn game. The attendance waa very small, and that the Third ward bad no funds. The
Tbe services are open to the public and a county real estate, not only as safe as
ets good going only on date of sale and the wedding of his brother, Mr. Ben
office of the Probate Court of the county in ville Bird, et al., for $152.32.
Finance
committee
explained
that
tbe
Lee, J.G Stevenson, Dennis Qaaid, Wm has proven ao discouraging to Manager
W. C. Cooper has secured judgment cordial invitation is extended to all, es Government bonds, but at double tbeir
Ames.
good returning June 12 iaclusive.
deficiency was due to tbe Second and which they are located for practice, after
P. B. Chase.
A. Buinids, G. W. Bunn,City Solicitor W Cunningham that he contemplates disband
pecially to the friends of tbe deceased, to be rate of interest.
William
T.
Colville,
wife
and
family,
first
applying
to
the
State
Medical
Board
of
I
against
C- A. 8tabl for $101-90.
— Old Glory now floats over every pubPc
Fourth wards overdrawing their sbere of
H. Thompson, Councilman F. C. Larimore ing the team.
present.
of
Carbondale,
Pa.,
are
making
a
visit
with
Nancy
Scott
against
Julana
Smith,
et
al
;
school building in this city. Some time
Examiners, and having filed tbeir respect,
the bridge fund.
Charles C. lams, Hon. Wm. Welsh, Howard
Greys.
A.B R IB S-H. PO A. E
ago the Board of Education made a con his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Colville,
ive affidavits as to their diplomas and re proceeds of sale, $550, disiributed as follows:
TAX LEVY ORDIRAKCE.
Chaae, c............. 5 2 3
12
If your eyes need attenHarper,
W.
LMcElroy,
and
Samuel
H
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$118 68 for cousel fees and costs, one-half of
tract with Samuel Clark to erect the poles, east of town.
Roberts,
If.
.......
5
This
ordinance
came
up
for
final
passage
ceived
certificates.
4
Peterman.
;ion,
do not neglect them,
balance
remaining
to
Nancy
8cott;
Jennie
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
L.
Stevens,
Mr.
Severna,
3b
.......
5
0
which work was completed last week, and
All persorn engaged in tbe practice of
under a suspension of tbe rales, and Mr.
This committee has been divided into Hamilton, J., as 3
Boy Wanted.
1
McCamment and Della McCamment each
jut
consult
F. A. Clough,
the flags flung to the breeze. Tbe poles Curt Stevens and Miss Nettie Bunn, spent sub committees, who have been making a Diehl,
medicine
or
surgery
in
this
State
at
the
time
McFeely
waa
called
to
the
Chair0
cf............ 4
Saturday in Brink Haven, the guests of
There is an opening at tbe Banner Optician, and have them
vary in height frohi sixty Io eighty feet.
Mr. Bogardus wanted the sanitary levy of the passage of the act were permitted to one-eighth of said balance; to Samuel E
Hamilton, R ,2b 4
2
general
canvass
of
the
city.
They
have
so
— For the Union Ex-Prisoners of W»r Mr. Art S*»7ens.
8
Sites, lb............. 4
increased one eighth of a mill and tbe continue in such practice for a period of Vance, Ella Porter, Candace Colville, Carrie office lor a boy to learn the printing jroperly fitted with perfect
0
Mr-and Mrs. W. P. Bogard us celebrated far met with most gratifying success. In Owen, rf......... .. 4
Association of Ohio, Kenton, Ohio, June 10
condemnation
fund similarly decreased ninety days after the law took effect, in John. Eunice Varner and Wm. Varner, one trade. Boy about 16 years of age pre
only two or three instances have they met Silcott, p............ 6
0
ferred. Applicants ntay call at once.
itting Spectacles or Eye
and 11, the C., A. AC. Ry. Co. will sell ex the twenty fifth anniversary of their mar
He
also
thought
it inexpedient to psy the order to permit them to apply for and ob thirty-sixth of said balance.
with an absolute refusal- About three full
In
the
damage
suit
of
Frank
Brannigan
riage.
Monday
eveniDg,
at
their
home
on
cursion tickets to Kenton, Ohio, on tbe
tain the certificate above required. Tbe
Glasses.
Secretary
of
the
Board
of
Health
$35
yearly
Totals
........
39
12
12
2
27
10
Just
Received
days have been given to the work, and dur
above dates at rate of one fare for tbe round North Gay streetA B.R. IB. 8.H. P.O. A. E. for attending tour meetings. The Health measure was promptly signed and became against the B. <fe O- R- R. Co , the jury ren
Kenyon.
25 Baby Carriages at Frank L. Beam’s.
Mr John Nichols, Jr., who graduated ing that time some 140 lots have been sub 8traw, 2b............ 1 2 0 0 4 6 1 Officer's sals.y should he {educed from $160
trip. Tickets good going only on date of
law on the 28th day of February, 1896, dered a verdict for defendant.
Best assortment and lowest prices in tbe
scribed for. This is most encouraging, and it Ea'lburne.pifc rf 2 1
1
0 0 2 1 to $100, annually.
Eugenie
B.
Aler
against
Charles
E.
Aler;
sale and good retaining not later than June with honors from the Rush Medical Col
hence the ninety days’ limit expired on the
city.
8awyer, rf A p.. 5 0 0 0 1 0 0
is
to
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hoped
the
committee
will
be
able
to
alimony
was
granted
in
the
sum
of
$30
an
J
13th.
lege, in Chicago, last week, is spending his
Mr. Ransom, of tbe Finance Committee, 28th of last month—last Thursday.
Ask Her
1 1 8 0 1
8app,c............... 5 1
close np tbe work in a few days.
All the new colors in window shades.
Ryder, lb.......... 5 0 1 0 9 2 1 stated that they had given the sanitary levy
The penalty for non-compliance with the proceeding dismissed.
— The Free Kindergarten closed for the vacation at his borne in this city.
Below
is
appended
the
names
of
those
Martha E. Rogers recovered a judgment New lace decorations. Wall shades,
Blake, 3b......... 4 1 2 0 2 0 1 all that the Board of Health asked. On requirements as set forth above, is a fine of
Messrs. Harvey Cassil, J ad Montis, C. H.
year, in this city, Thursday. This institn
If she would like a
who have subscribed for from one to five Jacobs, If.......... 5 2 1 0 0 1 2
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
against John Brown for $301.50.
not
less
than
$20
nor
more
than
$100,
or
being
pat
to
a
vote,
Mr.
Bogardus*
motion
tion is supported by the* W. C. A , who Grant, Harlan Ensminger. Frank Finerty lots:
0
0
3
Williams, ss..... 6
1
1 0
will
save
money
by
buying
these
at
imprisonment in the county jail of not less
deserve great credit for their efforts in pro. ano R- R. Black, attended the opening of W C Cooper
Wilson, cf...... - 5 2 1 0 0 3 0 carried.
glass of Soda
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
Wm A Boride
—- — — —
— —
11 B Cortis < 3tate
H II Greer
Mr. Meyers then wanted the remaining than thirty days nor more than one year,
viding such an advantage to deserving Buckeye Park, near Lancaster, Saturday.
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
poles,
sash
rods,
Ac.
Totals......... 37 10 7 2 24 12 10 one-eighth of a mill of the condemnation or both.
J B Waight
from
A ph asant surprise party was tendered W 8PKingw&lt
children in the city. Miss Case, the in*
Hogardas
Dwight E Sapi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Corrected weekly by the North-West
D F A J D Ew-ng
So far tbe Banner has not learned of any
levy
transferred
to
the
street
fund
fund
New
Decorated
Dinner
Sets,
ICO
atructor, left for her home in Milwaukee Mrs. E<1. Grant at the home of her parents, W M Koons
J 8 McConnell
Greys............. 0 0 0 1 0 1 9 1 •_-12 levy.
Mr and Mrs. William Sanderson, Thursday CD AQuaid
physicians in this county who failed to ern Elevator A Mill Co.
Pieces, at Frank L. Beam’s. Do not
Saturday.
Rope
James Patterson
Kenyon.......... 2 0 1 0 0 2 5 0 0--10
J
C
A
G
W
Armstrong
>uy dishes or house furnishing goods
evening
by
the
Daughters
of
Pocahontas.
Sanderson
A
McCrea.;
register with the 8tate Board, yet none of Wheat............................................
58
Mr.
Welsh
was
opposed
to
the
"measure— Thirty car loads of machine)y from the
Earned runs- Gieys, 3 Ken yons, 4. 3It McIntire
W F Semple
80 until you look through this stock.
Miss Gertrude Rowley, daughter of H. Y A
Aultman-Taylor Manufacturing Co.,of Can
P B Chase
Geonre Taylor
base hits—Silcott, Esselburne. Passed balls On the contrary, he was in favor of giving them have left their certificates for registra Corn...................................................
H Israel
20
Craft A Tangher
—8app, 2 Bases on balls—Off 8ilcott, 6; the street fund levy to the other depart tion in the Probate Court. A list of tbe Oats............................................... —
ton, passed through here Monday noon, Rowley, of Chicago, formerly of this city, Wilmot
Speriy
O Ransom
Do you use Salt? and if you do, buy
Off Esselburne, 2; off Sawyer, 2 Bases on ments and keeping the streets in repair by physicians practicing in this county at the Taylor’sDiadem Flour.................. $1.15
H C Swet lend
over the C-, A. A C., for Alton, Ills. It was was married last week to M r. Robert Parker, Anna W Bpeiry
hit by pitched ball—Off Si’cott, 2. Struck
“
Best Flour........................ 1.05 the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
O Arnold
G A Jon »
time
of
tbe
passage
of
the
act
is
as
follows:
enforcing
the
ordinance
requiring
two
days
’
a varied assortment of the products of this of Chicago, a gentleman of position and 8E F
out—By Silcott, 9; by Esselburne, 3; by
Vanatta
C C Jackson
Cash paid for wheat; millfeed always rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
Mt. Vernon—George B. Bunn, R- W.
F C Larimore
J K Baxter
9awy«r, 5. I^eft on bases—Greya. 9; Kenyon labor on tbe streets.
establishment, consisting of saw mills, road wealth.
or sale.
J K Bussell
F D 8tnrg :
8
Time
—
2:15.
UmpiresJunes
and
Miss
Sallie
Morgan,
of
East
Gambier
Colville,
B.
B.
8cott,
A.
T.
Fulton,
8.
E.
Mr. Bogardus was not in favor of Mr
scrapers, traction engines, and threshing
K 8 Hull
Trott A 8pro- ’e
Myers.
street, left for Columbus, Monday, where, James Rogers
C Cooper
Welsh’s plan, neither did he believe in Spees, C- E- Mahaffey, G. R- Reinhart, Geo.
machines.
Picture Frames made to
G
W
Bunn
C
G
Cooper
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making a levy for streets under the old W. Ely, C. E. Eggleston, C. K. Conard, G.
— The pupils of the Parochial schools, with a party of friends, she will go to New A M Stailler
F L Fairchild
order
at
Fun?
Stevenson
D BKirk
way. He was in favor of making thestieet D. Arndt, Peter Pickard, F. C; Larimore
in this city to the number of several York, and on Saturday sail for Europe, for J8 G
H Peterman
A L White
Frank L. Beam’s.
Bushels
of
it
and
then
some.
a
summer
tour.
E.
Clark,
John*
E.
Russell,
Harry
W
’
levy in tbe shape of a s’nking fund with
hundred, wars taken to Lake Hiawatha
W L McElroy
C M Stamp
Room moulding to match all colors in
And how the fat *nns did play ball! They which to pave tbe streets.
G T Brown
Blair, J. J.8cribner, L. W. Armentrout, Wall Paper at Frank L. Beam’s.
Tht oeantiful country residence of the H D Critchfield
Park Thursday for a picnic. They were
Just received some of the finest dinner
F L Beam
C W Allenden
unhitched their Charley hones and wad
Mr Larimore thought thi abolition of Lester Williams.
given a trolley ride over the city before Misses Della end Anna Lewis, in Berlin Browning A Sperry
W H Goodw’u
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
died
bases
like
a
yard
engine,
and
when
one
Wm
L
Bend
ure
A
F
Stauffe
’
Bladensburg
—
W.
W.
Stonehocker,
J.
H.
township,
was
the
scene
of
a
teetive
gather

tbs condemnation fund a serious mistake
going to the Park, where the day was spent
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
J L Huff
John M Ewalt
Corena Yeast—Something Newl
of them made a slide a clond of dust in the Without such a fund it would be impossi Ely.
C H Hag-eman
In enjoying tbe excellent amusements af ing Saturday evening. An elegant and L G Hunt
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con tions. Sets that compare favorably
Frank
Moore
Edward
lernon
shape
of
a
dynamite
explosion
obscured
the
Centerburg—C. Gunsaulus, R. M.C. Lewis, vinced. Sold by
tempting repast was served at six o’clock. Charlei 8 Sapp
ith any $25.00 set ever sold, and at
forded by this resort.
ble to make necessary improvements in the
G B Haggeman
view for fully ten minutes. But their West end. On being put to a vote, Mr W. B. Merry man, W. O. Phillips.
half the price. Stop and see them.
J B Barncord
— The Curtis homestead, situated near The evening's entertainment was made np Harper A Harper
W
arner W. Miller.
A B Sipe
John Coleman
brakes wouldn’t work and after making Meyers’ motion was declared lost.
Fredericktown—H. 8. Darling, 8. B.
E. O. ARNOLD.
Lafayette Park in St. Louis, and belonging of music and social conversation.
A D Bunn
George Hnntsbnn/
several geed st«els were touched out for
W B Bleeman
Dr. and Mrs. Arndt, Mrs. Wm- Sperty, George A Ca- or
Mr.Collins introduced a resolution trans Porter, Wnt Pennell, Wm. Ely.
to Mrs. Abbie Kinney, of this city, daughter
W-11J Welsh
Watches
From
$1.50
Up.
Boy D Hall
over running the bases.
LOST—Greek Cross badge of the
Brink Haven—A. Parsons, Putnam A
fetring on e<ghth of a mill from the
of the late Mark Curtis, tbs original pro Mrs. Bonebrake, Mrs. Baker, Mrs. White- L P Holbrook
Thnrlow Burger
Daughters of the King, having the
Harvey Caasil and Walter Thayer were in general fund levy to the cemetery levy Putnam.
Parr
Fred Hildreth
prietor, was badly wrecked during the side, the Misses 8eymour, Clarke, Delano, Silas
Call
and
see
what
you
can
B M Critchfield
Hen.; Parne’’
motto of the order and tne letter F. If.
the t-ointa. Big Woolison, of the police Tbe resolution was lost. Then tbe tax levy
Danville—J. R. Bradfield, T. E. Jeffer
recent disaster that befell that city. Mrs 8b',.«p, Neal and Winne, attended the May Thomas Clark
John Mullen
thereon. Finder please leave at
buy for little money in
force, waa on fiist, Whittington on second. ordinance was passed with the one amend son.
Alhei.
Trott
E
E
Cunningham
Festival
at
Columbus,
last
week.
Kinney has gone to St. Louis to ascertain
Curtis & Stevens insurance office.
O M Arnold
M Flnnger
Ed.
Hamilton
at
abort
and
Judge
CritchGents'
or
Ladies
’
Watches
Gambier
—
Dr.
Wagner,
K.
J,
Hyatt,
A.
I).
“A delightful program” was tbe senti Wm Banning
Luella Mitchell
the extent of damage.
ment. Afterwards, upon motion of Mr
field on third. Just size it np! Every I^trimore, the ordinance was reconsidered Welker.
B L McElroy
George B Ke"ey
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.
Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
— Dr. F. C. Larimore, of t this city, wag ment of all who attended tbe vocal recital Republican Pub Co
Parker D Worley
mothers
aon
of
'emold
time
stars!
Kidwell,
Brandon—H. Bigor.
W Crumley
A P Tarr
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
and finally referred to the Finance Commit
last week choren President of the Ohio given by Mrs. Iva Sproule Baker and her A
Customers in our estimation.
WA Wander
J G Kelley
the big C., A. «fe C conductor, capered tee for report at next meeting.
Gieertville—Dr. Eicher.
ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
L W Methane
State Medical Society, at Columbus, by ac scholars, at St. Paul’s Pariah House, J T Kline
Insectolene
Powder is guaranteed to at
around
in
the
center
garden,
and
say,
h
Martinsburg—Dr. Gantt, N. 8. Toland, destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, Water Bugs. at lower prices titan ever. All old stock
Charity Cole
Carston
After passing pay ordinance, Council
When they are sent to us on a
clamation. It is an honor of which tbe each and every number being well received. JWm
C’ Debes
Dermody A Dermedy
didn't do a thing! Ha side Hacked every
out; new goods entirely. Stop
Dr. Shontz.
The Dougherty Club held another of their
adjourned for one week.
Moths*
and Vermin of all kinds. Sold closed
Dic-or is highly deserving. He responded
and see how pretty and how cheap.
thing that came his way. Garfield Snow
trading errand, wc always re
Lock —E. Smith, Dr. Hanes.
by Warner W. Mii.lfr.
to the toast, “The New Regime of tbe Ohio delightful receptions in their rooms, Thurs
IN CAMP AT CIiEVELAND.
looked after the left garden while George
Mt. Liberty—A- P. Robertson, John
Medical Society,” at the society's banquet day evening. Music was furnished by the
member that they are not dis
Italian orchestra and an elegant lunchpar- Company C Will Experience Soldier Thayer tramped out the grass on the op
TO BE PAINTED BLUE.
Humbert.
Japanese mattings are one ol the
on Thursday evening.
Porch Shades at Frank L. Beam’s.
• iken of at Smith’s at midnight. Twentyposite side.
nicest
things
of
the
age.
Not
like
the
Life from July 2Hth to Auguat 2d.
Jelloway
—
A.
J.
Hyatt,
D.
Fulmer.
criminating buyers, and we
— The New York correspondence of the five couple were present.
But the "fats” didn’t do all tbe playing, B. A: O. Equipment Will Hereafter Be
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
Democracy—E. O. Leonard.
Company C, 17th Reg’t., O. N. G., of this
Columbus Journal contained the following
The active members of the Beethoven
Davis
’
O.
K.
Baking
Towder,
every
beautiful
and
more
durable.
You
can
njr
half
of
it
even.
Though
they
came
off
Ankenytown—G. W. Welker.
take special pains to sec that
Resplendent in This Color.
paragraph, Tuesday: "Stanley Bryant Club were beautifully entertained by Mrs. city, will go into camp at Cleveland this victorious by one score, it is no criterion of
can warranted to give entire satisfaction see the finest line of these goods at
Millwood—Porter and Moffatt.
or money refunded. Trade supplied at ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at’ prices
It may not be many months until the
formerly of Mt. Vernon, is now one of the Rollin Curtis, Thursday evening, in the year, Adjutant General Axlina having a victory. Jordan started in to do the
they get what both you and
Howard—D. S- Coleman.
wholesale prices by Warner Miller.
big diamond brokers in tbe John street dis parlora at her "Home School for Girls." The decided ou one camp ground for tbe State twirling for the shadows, and did well for entire passenger equipment of tbe Balti
from 10 cents to 60 cents per yard
militia,
and
tha
same
to
be
by
brigade*,
musical
program
was
an
exceptionally
fine
more & Ohio will be painted a standard
trict. John Q. Mitchell, also from Mt. Ver
Stop and see them.
they want. Then we always
in which most of the members took temporarily formed for that purpose- The several innings. Then he lost control of blue color. The equipment of the Pennsyl
Kenyon Notes.
Bird Cages at Frank L. Beam’s.
non, is living here now, connected with the one,
part.
tha spheroid and nine of tbe big 'uns cn
17th
Regiment,
to
which
Company
C,
of
try to be prompt in waiting on
The third lecture of the KeDyon lecture
United S* '.tee postoflice department as in
The best selections of W’all Paper in
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Strongly Fuvoim It.
When a little one is
'expected in the family how
lovingly the parents plan
together for its future wellfare. They sometimes even forecast its
education and career. Does this seem
too early to anticipate while the child is
yet unborn? It isn’t. The child’s des
tiny has already been partly mapped out
by Nature according to the disposition
and habits of the parents. The best plan
a mother can make for the future happi
ness of her unborn child is to maintain
her own cheerfulness and health while
her child’3 undeveloped being is still a
part of hers. Her health at this critical
period is of tremendous consequence to
the little one’s whole future existence.
Every prospective mother will find direct
nourishment, comfort and sustaining
strength, in Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre
scription. It will maintain her vitality
both bodily and mental; shorten the peri
od of confinement and make labor easy and
almost painless. It imparts strength and
elasticity to the organs concerned in par
turition, invests the mother with recuper
ative energy against any after period of
weakness and depression, and aids in the
secretion of healthy nourishment for the
child. It is the unfailing cure of all “ fe
male weaknesses.”
Dear Doctor—Your “ Favorite Prescription,” is
the best medicine to take before confinement
that can be found. It proved so with me. I
never suffered so little with anv of my children
as I did with ray last, and she is the healthiest we
have. When I liegan your treatment I could not
stand on mv feet long enough to wash my dishes
withont suffering almost death ; now I do all my
housework, washing, cooking, sewing, and every
thing for my family.

Oakley. Overton Co. Tenn.

Betting and gambling have ot late
years become rather more general at
Oxford than they were 15 or 20 years
ago.
It is stated that seven members of
Parliament hold between them no fewer
th n a hundred and thirty directorships.

Bid Von Evei
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy tor your
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
relief. This medicine has been found to be
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
ful direct influence in giving strength ana
tone to the organs. If you have Loss of
Appetite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable.
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells
Electric Bitters is the medicine you need
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its
use. Large bottles only fifty cents at G. R
Baker and Son Drug Store.
3

“Mothers’ Friend”

R^ng

Breast.

I have been a midwife for many
years, and in each case where “ MOTH
ERS FRIEND" was used it accomolished woo

ded and shortened labor and lessened pain.

It

iathe best remedy for RISING OF THE
BREAST known, and worth the priee
for that alone.
Mrs. M. M. Brewster, Montgomery, Ala.
Sent by Express or mall, on receipt of priee,
Sl.Ott per Lottie. Book "To Mothers” mailed
free.
BRAOFIELD REGULATOR OO., Atlanta. OA.
SOLD BY AI.L DEVaaaiO.

FRUITCAKE
on your tea table served
with the tea, will lend additional
charm to the afternoon call.
You can have ‘‘ripe” fragrant
fruit cake always on hand, with
out trouble or expense, by using

NONE SUCH
MINCE MEAT.

It makes a surpassingly rich, yet
wholesome cake, with a fruity
flavor that can not be equalled.
Get the genuine. Sold every
where. Take no substitutes.
la paper,
and ••
Seed roar addrata, naailag thia
--------*opkin Thank,
rill aend
a book. “Mr*. Papklur"
glrlag." by one of the Boat popular hnworoua
wrltrrs of the day.

MKKUELL-MOULE CO., gjraraK, W.Y.

THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.

the American Ball Blue
is not poisonous or injurious to health
or fabrics. It is the delight cf the laund
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
washing a rich and elegant huo. Be
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the

American Ball

blue

and be sure you get the genuine
article, which has a red stripo in the
znidd’o cf tho package.

Twenty-four members of the House
of Commons are total abstainers.
Lightning Hot Drops—
What a Funnt Name;
Very True, but It Kills All Palrt
So d Everywhere. Every Day-Without Relief, There is No ax

F )

French farmer* are said to make
from £200 to £4G0 a year out of snail
farming.

Mothers will find chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy especially valuable for
croup and whooping cough. It will
give prompt relief and is safe and pleas
ant. We have sold it for several years
and it has never tailed to give the most
perfect satisfaction. G. W. Richards,
ruquesue, Ta. Sold by druggists.
It ie stated that the working life of a
London cab horse averages about five
years.

The U. S. Gov't Reports
bhow Royal Baking Powdet
sttoorlor to ail others.
Stearne was widely known in the lit
erary circles of London and England
before he attained 30.
-Wright’s Celery Tea cures constipa
tion. sick headaches. ?.5c at druggists

Proiectn
Young
People
[from Temptation.

UNITED STATES SUPT.

A small boy in an Austin (Tex.) Sun
day school was asked: Where do the
wicked finally go?
Small l>oy—They practice law for a
spell,and then they go to the Legislature

Family of Hon. Wm. R. Smith Made Well by

My friend, said the solemn looking
man to the other solemn-looking man,
are you not a follower of the Christain
Science treatment?
In one sense I am. I am an under
taker.

Paine s Celery Compound

A Patient Cured who was Afflicted with Rheuma
tism, Locomotor Ataxia in the Legs and
Paralysis of the Throat

Dissatisfaction and Poverty. Are you going on? If so,
get right aboard, for the bell is ringing ind we are about
to start on a season of unequalled prosperity. If you
don’t believe us, just take a look at the following goods
and prices:

The Case Reads Like a Miracle.

Ladies’ Stylish Oxfords....................................................... $ 75
“ Button Shoes........................................................... l 00
Ladies’ $3 and $4 plain toe, button, at...... $1, $1.25 and 1.50
Men's shoes fioin $1 upwanls.
Misses’ button, plain toe, 75 cents, reduced from $2.

“I wonder who started that slang
about getting it in the neck?" asked the
curious boarder.
“Some man whose wife brought him
a necktie nt a bargain sale, likely,” said
the Cheerful Idiot, and then the con
versation languiehed while the pie disap- It was in Prescott, Mich., the Patient was an Old
pcared.
Soldier and has Hundreds of Friends.

Tlte Widow of the Famous Preacher

Writes Entertainingly on n Subject
of Moch Interest—Her Views on the
Dangers of Long Engagements and
a Plea for the Poor Young Men.

Early marriage, that makes two faith
ful hearts the united architects of a true
home is a blessing that few truly undtrstand. It insures a niOre perfect man
hood and womanhood than can be
realized in any other way. Each shields
the other from a host of worldly tempta
tions that he in wait ready to spring
upon these "ho walk alone. Early
marriages are the strongest assurances
of a pure life. If marriage is deferred
until each has seeD more of world life
and had “time to look about,” by so
doing become better able to “judge pru
dently” irskad of through the eyes
of romance, it in the end has often
proved a great mistake.
The man or woman who enters the
married state from prudential reasons,
and not through the rich romance of
the heart, has simply made a business
bargain instead of accepting what God
meant it to be, the most bhssed gift to
man. There is no period, especially in
a young man’s life, when he so much
needs the sympathy and inspiration
which are always born of true love as
when, in his fresh, uncontaminated
young manhood, he begins the battle of
life-a battle that all must fight in their
first eflorls for independent self-support;
and he is safest and far more certain of
success if he begins this new life
strengthened by the love which will
unite with him in laying the foundations
of their home.
Knowing that a loving partner is
queen of his simple home,and he by his
labors must secure the means for her
to keep it, while she seeks to aid him by
tender care and judicious economy, how
can this knowledge fail to make all toil,
all self denial a pleasure? It is all for
her—for both made one.
Whatever I he young man’s avocation*
the supremelove shielding thenew home
will be the same. The woodman’s axe
swings lighter; the heavy blows on the
anvil have more music than fatigue in
them; the farmer whistles more cheer
fully over his plough; the mechanic’s se
verest toil is lighter, for he knows that
his young wife is in sympathy with his
every effort, and while watching for his
return is providing daintily for his pleas
ure and comfort and eager to give him
loving welcome.
To the artist at his easel come fairer
visions to be transferred to the canvas
because of his love for the one who pre
sides over his home; the author in his
study finds the dullest subjects clothed
in unwonted freshness and vigor because
of the gentle critic to whom he will go
for aid and encouragement. The young
lawyer prepares his case with better
balanced energy, thinks more clearly
pleads his cause with more effec
tive eloquence, inspired by the cheering
words uttered by the young wife as he
goes to his labors. The young physician
in his daily rounds among the sick and
suffering knows there is one, now all his
own, praying for his success, and, know
ing this, it so fills his heart that his very
presence by the sick bed has healing in
it. The young pastor will speak peace
to the troubled souls committed to his
care with more zeal and tenderness for
the loving sympathy that he knows
with him and will smile on him when
he returns home.
Let young people defer marriage until
they are caught in the fatal nets of sc
cial life, and allow themselves to be
governed by the idea and acts that cus
tom sanctions, and they are soon tempt
ed to feel that one must look for posi
tion. The young man allows himself to
be guided by conditions rather than lovt
and the young maiden, although loving
thinks it well to enjoy a few seasons of
fashionable life, or wait till her lover has
secured the means to keep her in the
luxurious idleness that she has been ae
customed to.
But God’s blessing will surely go with
her who carries into her new life the
delicacy and refinement of thought and
action learned in the luxury of her
father’s house, thus proving that his
wealth only made her nobler, but did
not minister to the selfish part of her
nature. So she is ready cheerfully to
accept her lover’s more straitened circumstancrs, and both may cheerfully
join to build up a fair estate and noble
position by beginning at the foundation.
But there aro cases when an early
marriage cannot be entered upon and
therefore a long engagement must he
accepted. It is full of dangers. But
each is faithful to the vows that sealed
the engagement and which we feel
should be regarded as “sacred as the
marriage vows, then a long engagement
bears a sacred promise of a happy mar
riage, for a love that hosstood unshaken
by long and often protracted absences is
not built on sand, but on a rock over
which floods may roll and the tempest
beat.
When, in very early youth—before
the education is completed and employ
ment secured—two, meeting, are drawn
together and become devotedly attached,
then we favor the long engagement, with
all its perils and many heart aches—for
any sacrifice or hardship is better than
to relinquish the first love. W’e have
great faith in the first love, given when
the heart is young and tender,unstained
and unshaken by too clrse contact with
the world and its bewitching and beguil
ing allurements. Such love, honestly
given and as honestly returned, is like a
mother’s undying love, the safeguard of
young men and maidens. Once secured,
the world may spread out all her devices
ever so skillfully and Bhe cannot break
the bond. And so, because first love is
so sweet, so strong, and when faithfully
nurtured and cherished so ending, we
say “Let it not go,” even if it can be
held only by a long engagement.
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher

UNEQUALLED III
All Aboard.
This train goes to Increased Business, Prosperity,
MEDICAL ANNALS Wealth,
and Happiness. Change here for IIaid Times,

He—That’s Mrs. Grimshaw, who lec
tures on bimetallism. I’ve heard her.
How exasperatingly clever she seems
to be!
She—Yes; but how consolingly ugly.

■‘To him who in the love of Nature
Holds communion with her visible forms,
She 8) eaks a various language."

complete confidence of n.en and wo
men the world over.
It is exclusively employed in families
No one has a deeper insight into na where nothing short of the best of every
ture’s ways than the superintendent of thing pertaining to health will do.
the extensive botanic gardens of the It has lived up to the most most sanguine
expectations of physicians who naturally
United States at Washington.
look for extraordinary results from the
No one knows so well as he what prec discovery of so eminent a physician
as Prof. Edward E Phelps, M. D., LL. D.,
ious opportunities come with June.
Supt. Smith, like most scientific per of Dartmouth medical school.
That Paine’s celery compound does
sons, firmly believes, that every ore cure positively and permanently all
would be benefited by taking a remedy diseases arising from impure blood or
while the blood is readiest to be purfied decline in tho vigor of the nerves is
cheerfully attested by thousands of earn
and invigorated.
est men and women.
Paine’s celery compound is the onlyWeakness, depression, irritability, pain
genuine medicine worthy of the name, and languor tell that the nervous matter
in the opinion of Supt. Smith. He writes: in the brain nerves and spinal cord is
not getting sufficient nourishment.
Washington, D. C., March 4,189G.
To quickly furnish a fresh and abun
Gentlemen—The female membeis ot
my household are more than delighted dant supply of nutriment for every tissue
with Paine's celery compound. I learn of the body is the purpose for which
from other friends that its popularity is Paine’s celery compound was first pre
steadily growing. It aids digt stion, and pared. This rapid production of fresh
in view cf the prevalence of dyspepsia, nervous energy and pure blood was the
it is one of the benefactions ot the age. aim of Prof. Edward E. Phelps’ long
study of the causes of nervous exhaus
Very respectfully,
tion.
Wm. R. Smith
The result of his life work was Paine’s
Supt. U. S. Botanic Garden.
Paine’s celery compound is as far celery compound—this remarkable rem
edy that permanently cures diseases of
removed as the poles from the many triv the liver, kidneys and stomach. It is
ial, unscientific preparations that call the greatest nerve regulator and blood
themselves medicine. It has earned the [ purifier of this century.
A BICYCLE BOAT.
It Is a Tandem, and Has a Speed of
Twelve Miles an Hour.
[Sieubenville Herald ]

J

There is now in process of construe
tion in this city a water tandem, some
thing entirely new in the line of water
craft. John C. Fickes, the photogra
pher, is the designer and builder of the
novel craft, which, if it proves success
ful, will dotibthes become as popular
among lovers of aquatic sports as the
bicycle has with the general public
The water tandem, when completed
will be fifteen feet long by four ftet wide
and will weigh about 175 pounds. It is
calculated lhat a speed of ten to twelv
OMER
miles an hour can be easily maintained
upon it, while it will be absolutely im
possible to capsize it. In place of a hull
such as ordinary craft have there are
two large tubes of galvanized iron fifteen
feet long and pointed at both ends
These tubes are made in sections with
air-tight compartments between them.
MT. VERNON,
OHIO.
The tubes are about four feet apart
and are covered with a fancy oak plat
Sell all the Patent Medicines
form, around which there is an art is ic
railing. On this platform is mounted
Advertised In this Paper.
the frame of a tandem with pedals
chains and sprockets just as on a tandem
bicycle. The chain runs over a sprock
et on the axle at the stern of the craft
On this axle there are two paddle
wheels. All the bearings of the ma
chinery will be ball-bearing. The rud
We have just received
der will be connected with the front
a new lot of
handle bare so that two riders will oper
ate the < raft exactly as they would a
tandem bicycle. In addition to this
there is room on the platform in front
of the tandem frame to carry one or
two passengers. The water tandem
about half completed and presents a
Also Ladies’ and Chil
very neat appearance.
Mr. Fickes ex
dren’s
pects to launch it in about six or eight
weeks.

DRUGGISTS

LADIES

TRIMMED HATS
AND BONNETS,

ONLY A MOTHER,

But Her Son Didn’t Care to Wnmlt
anil She Knew It.

From the Lakeside Monitor. Au Sable. Mich.
The publisher of this paper having some I “ I want to say now that for ten years prebusiness to transact at Prescott, Ogemaw Co., I vious to last .NovemUr, I had been a ble to
perform but little labor, and was totally dis
“She seems to get a good deal of( Michigan, Monday last, repaired to that ham- abled for nearly three years. I was in
I
let.
While
there
he
chanced
to
learn
of
a
rean
awful shape. Mr. Anthony Stone’s folks
standing among men. I wonder how it’
1 markable recovery from an illness of thirty- here, with whom 1 boarded, will tell you
is?"
they did not expert to find me alive any
“She rides home in thestrect car about four years standing, the fortunate person be that
morning when they came to wake me, for
G o’clock every evening.”
ing Thomas F. Galvin. The writer hunted over two years. But here 1 am yet, and can
( that gentleman up, introduced himself, and walk six or seven miles any pleasant day
Visitor—So your brother is taking les requested Mr. Galvin to give a brief history j without discomfort. My appetite is good and
I enjoy sleep. If I was taken us had as ever
sons on the violin? Is he making pro of his terrible disease and some history of I again
to-morrow, I have enjoyed life so well
gress?
himself. Mr. Galvin’s trouble culminated , for seven montiis, that it has a thousand times
Little Girl—Yes’m. He’s got so now three or four years since in three diseases— I paid me for the trouble and expense I have
we can tell whether he’s tuning or play Rheumatism, affecting the general system; been to get relief.
You ask me how I p>t relief? Well 1
ing.
locomotor ataxia, affecting the legs, rendering i had not forgotten that part of it by a good
deal. Rut I am so happy when thinking and
“I don’t understand how it is that you him unable to direct his course in walking, talking about my reeoverv, that I can not get
and paralysis, rendering him unablo to use
really enjoyed Mr. I’uttyhead’s call?"
in everything at once. No one but myself
can appreciate my Condition before last No“I’ll tell you, dear. I was away when lips, throat or palate.
Iu giving a history of his trouble, Mr. Gal- I vember, ami now I want lo say to any one who
he came.”
vin said:
may he affected with either rbeuniatism,
locomotor ataxia or paralysis, lhat if they
“ In 1S61 I enlisted in the army and was will write me, I will make affidavit ns to the
Bill Bluff—Mate, wot’s an oration,
made captain of Co. H., 40th Illinois J n fan- 1 facts that I have stated uml to uhat I owe my
anyway?
Toni Tucker—It’s about a gallon o’ try. 1 was stationed at Paducah, Ky.; in recovery.
Septemb-r of that year and while there I "As I stated; last November I was nt my
talk to bring one down to the p’int of caught
cold and contracted rheumatism. I i worst, could neither cat, sleep, walk, talk, or
the argument.
was in the hospital there three mouths; when use my hands or feet in any way. I read in
I recovered sufficiently to report Tor duty, i some newspsiper of some one who had been
A maiden lady in Newburg keeps a although far from well. Previous to this j similarly afft-etetl as I was. This person had
time 1 had never been sick a day in niy life sought cure everywhere for years and giveu
parrot which swears and a monkey and
weighed 195 pounds. I continued in the j up to die, when he commenced taking Dr.
which chews tobacco. She says be service
during the war, although suffering j Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People and
tween the two she doem t miss a hus ull the time from rheumatism. At the elose i was cured, ldid not have any faith in them,
band very’ much.
of tite war, I was discharged mid a few p>ut was prevailed upon to buy a half dozen
months afterwards granted a pension ot $91 I>oxes for >2.5I commenced taking them
uiont'i for my disabilities. I was never the first of Novemlirr, mid in thirty days byfolI want half a bushel of potatoes, said per
free from pain for thirty-three long years un-| luwing direct ions closely. I could see a marked
Mrs. Taddells to the grocer.
Yes, til late l ist fall or early in the winter. I improvement in my condition.
ma’am, replied Mr. Peck. Sweet pota continue 1 to grow worse all the time during ” Well, I kept right on follow ing instruc
the entire period until last November. I was | tions to the letter. I bought another half
toes or Pingreep?
then in a pitiable eomliiion. I lu»d l>een ilozen boxes and then a thini, of which I have
v. ith paralysis ami loeontoler ataxia left nearly two boxes. It has cost me $7.50
Young Hankinson—Been buying a stricken
in addition to my rheumitism. For three and 1 am going to make it an even $10 before
fine, new bicycle for a lady, have you? years I was helpless. I could not talk Iteeanse I stop. Not that I fear that I nin not cured,
And I suppose you paid about $6 a of paralysis, I could not walk lieeattse of the for 1 never felt belter every way in my life.
locomotor ataxia, ami my ban Is. arms ami Ru' 1 don’t propose to take uuy chances on
pound for it?
were all out of shupc. witltered ami quitting too soon.
Young Ferguson (with some fierce legs
from rheumatism. You see my knees
‘‘Ain I sure that Pink Pills cured me?
ness)—That’s all right. The girl that’s drawn,
now. Just as limhems yours. Lest oiuim r Why should I not be? Dfd I not suffer the
going to ride it is worth 16,000,000 a I could not move my knees, ror could I get agonies qf hell for years without relief? Then
them together within six ine’;«s. You see I took Pink Pills and came out in the shape
pound, and don’t you forget it.
my fingers, straight ami nearly ree >vered front I am, as you see ine to-day and then ask me
their stiffness. At that time, if I attempted if I am sure? Is a man sure he is going to
Insanity is increasing rapidly among to walk I was liable to go backwards or side die.some time? I ant just us sure Pink Pills
the veterans at the Dayton home. Six ways or fa!l down as 1 was to go forwards, be cured me as you are sure that you are going
of the lack of power of locomotion. I to a long rest some time. Sure Pink Pills
weeks ago the insane barracks (known cause
prayed for years to die aud be relieved of my cured me? Well, I am happy to remark,
as Ward 12, hospital), was empited by sufferings.
yes! A thousand times yes?
sending a carload of demented veterans
“ I know positively that I was cured by Dr.
“ Had it not been that our Government saw
Williams’ Pink Pills, and I believe firmly
fit
to
increase
my
pension
firom
$9
to
$17
per
to the government hospital for the insane
mouth and pay me $3,140 back pension, I that it is the most wondtrful remedy iu ex
at Washington,D. C. Since that shipment should
have suffered for the necessities of istence to-day, and every fat t I have pre
20 more are added to the roll of Ward life.
sented to you is known to my neighbors as
12, and are now under restraint, suf
“ Before this time I had treated with the well as to myself and they will certify to the
fering from various forms of dementia. best medical men of Detroit, Cleveland, Mil truth of my remarkable cure.’’
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are an unfailing
waukee, Chicago and several other northern
In reference to the dispatch from cities, hut as I said, grew gradually worse specific for such diseases as locomotor ataxia,
Milwaukee, Wis., relative to the Min until 1 would not have giveu $1 for my partial paralysis, St. Vitus’ dance, sciatica,
nesota encampment, and indicating chances of life last November, aud, iu fact, neurulgiu, rheumatism, nervous headache, the
would rather have been dead than alive. 1 after-effect of la grippe, palpitation of the
the separation of the Uniformed Rank, only
weighed 132 pounds. You see me to-<lnv. heart, pale and sallow complexions, that tired
Knights of Pythias meetings into four I weigh 175 and am free from pain entirely, feeling resulting frtmi nervous prostration, all
sections representing different parts of am slowly but surely gaining strength. You diseases resulting from viliuted humors in the
the country, Supreme Chancelor Walter see I get tip stairs all right, and I come tip blood, such as scrofula, chronic erysipelas,
a dozen times a day now. You etc. They are also ti specific for troubles pe
B. Richie said at Lima yesterday: “You these stairs
not discover tlint I was ever unable to culiar to females, such as suppressions, ir
can say there will be no separation of would
■peak. I shall go to work with my tool* as a regularities and all forms of weakness. In
the Uniform Rank on sectional or other oa-penter s<x>n, so ns to help tn* increase in ne-n they »ffcrt a radical cure iu all eases
•> : risii g fr< tn iuent.il worry, overwork or ex
lines. Our order has done too much to strength. I was so long unabb-In lake a
unify, harmonize and bring together the that I do not feel hard?.- snf-«»:i ’ my pins ’ cess's o.“ v. ii::tev< r nature.
\ lo se pills ere manufactured bv the Dr.
yet,
although
I
have
n<>t
fallen
down
in
onecommon brotherhood of the best men several months. I am learning the u.-e of my Wi'
iams’ Medicine Company, Schenectady,
of all sections and of one great land to legs, hands, arms uml ton-lie stg-in. I
«•-- \. Y.. and are sold only in lioxes l»earirig the
be affected or its members mis’ed by any mu will think I have recovered the use of the tinu's trade-mark and wrapper at 50 centi
such statement for whatsoever purpose atter if 1 keep on, hut I want t<» praclh o up a ox "t six Inixes for $2.50, and are never
again and make up for 1<M tine and te.l s >bl iu bulk. They may bt bad of all drug
made.”
gists.
every one of my now happy lot.

• HORSEMEN

SAY

Morris’ English Stable Liniment
Cures Lameness. Cuts, Bruises. Scratches.
Galls. Sweeney. Spavins. Splint. Curb, etc.
Price. 5Oe. per bottle.

Morris’ English Worm Powder

PRODUCES THE FINEST WORK
IN THE CITY? IT IS A FACT TRY
THEM AND SEE.
Phone 129.
222 8 Main.

JNQ. Du TORREY,
Manager.

FARMERS
Are you tired of Arctic winters; of feed
ing stock half the year; of high-priced,
worn out land and bhort crops; of uslngcommerciul and other fertilizers? Do you want
mild winters; to have stock run at large all
the year; to raise every grain and fruit
known to the temperate zone; to have
better and cheaper land; more abundant
crops and as good prices as yon get now?
If so, call on or write to THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST IMMIGRATION BOARD!
PORTLAND, OREGON.
2

CLEVELAND
$2,50
________
BUFFALO.
TO

DAILY LINE BETWEEN

CLEVELAND

TOLEDO,

and

Lv.Clevelanil.7:30 p.m. | Lv.Buffalo,
7JO P.M
Ar. Buffalo, 7 JO A M; j Ar. Cleveland, 7Ju a.m

&

DERMODY,

LUMBER!

DAILY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY INOLUDKD AFTEB MAY

30-

Central Standard Time.
Take the “C. A B. Line” steamers and enjoy »
refreshing night’s reat when euroute to Buffalo.

SCROFULA CURED.
DR. DIVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

APink
Specific for Distemper. Coughs, Colds. Heavea,
Eye, and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.

Priee, 3Oe. 81.00 per bottle.

Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
Makes Hens Lay. cures Cholera, Gapes and
Roup, and keets poultry healthy.
Pl tee, 25e. per package.

Every reuse ?y entrant red satjyfacto,
and Treatment,” mailed l .’ee.
refunded. Our new book, “The'"

Wells Meslleii ,e Co., Lafayette. Iuth

For sale by. E

6-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap is absolutely
pure, mild, soothing and refreshing. It
is invaluable for the complexion and
leaves the skin soft, velvety and healthy.
The use of S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap will
relieve the complexion from redness,
roughness and all skin blemishes. No
lady can afford to deprive herself of iL
Its use will unfailingly prevent black
heads, pimples and other facial annoy
ances so much dreaded by ladies.
S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap quickly heals
all abrasions of the skin. It is nature’s
aid to a fine complexion. Price 25
cents a cake. Prepared by S-a-n-a-d-o-r
Medical Co., 10 and 12 Vandewater
St, New York City.

PATENTS.

s

0LICIT0R8 AND ATT0RNEY8
—roa—

J. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS

0111 HEX’S T1IKIH MADE SUITS

Just Right—

If you’ve never tried
it you may not know
how much vitality and
health each dose imparts.
Sold by druggists, 25 cents.

Prepared by

S. R. Fell & Co., £hemists. Cleveland, O.

3jld at II. M. Green's Ding ctore

Lv Sandusky....
Lv Mansfield ...
" Mt Vernon..

m
45
m
00
05
22

a m
8 00
l
am p tu
Lv, Newark............... 1 8 301 6 55i»6 50 12 30
a m
•7 20, 8 35 8 25111 25
“ Columbus
104 |
p m
9 11 1 121 7 46, 1 12
“ Zanesville....
(Eastern Time.)
t> m
Yr. Wheeling......
1 15 5 30|l0 33' 5 30
P
Pittsburgh...........
8 25 4 15 8 25
noon a m
I a m
Washington D C 12 00 6 3b
6 38
I 7 50
Baltimore............. 1 05 7 50
Philadelphia....... 3 4<- 10 15
1C 16
' p m
p m|
New Y’ork........ 1 5 55112 351
112 35

t2 0<

Lv Cinclnt-ati

3

7

STATIONS.

(/?a»4«ru Time)
p nt
Lv.Washington DC 8 20
Lv. Wheeling......... 7 35
a m
‘‘ Zanesville............ 9 42
Lv. Newark........ .
10 22
p m
Lv. Columbns........ .. 11 35
a m
“ Cincinnati......... 5 45
a m
Lv. Mt Vernon....... 11 17
p m
“ Mansfield .......... 12 12
Lr Sandusky........... 5 40
Lv Fostoria.............. 1 56

vr Chicago...............

Full Dress Suit fqr $10, in Sack or Frock you can not afford to pass. These
suits are maid from long fiber Australian wool, weli lined, sewed witn silk and /
piped facing. Equal to many sold at $15. Our Working Pants, Shirts and Over
alls, we sell are all made full sizes, warranted not to rip.

iLhiiJEI
G.

A.

R. Suits.

Beautiful Clock.
Come and see how it is done.

Best make.

Lowest prices.

STKAW HATS, Fancy Shirt Belts, etc.
Wagons for the boys.

Balls and

STADLER,
The One Price Clothier, Halter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Tublic
Square and Main St.

Headqiiartcrs for Iron Pipe and Fillings, and all kinds
of Plumbing Material.

"spring

goods"

In Latest Shades and Patterns.

Quality all That Could be Desired.
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

At Live and Let Live Prices,
A. H. H I l’ l<
—Merchant

Tailor and

Gents’

Furnisher—

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

*'A HANDFUL OF DIRT MAY BE A HOUSE

FUL OF SHAME.” CLEAN HOUSE WITH

SAPOLIO
LOST VIGOR
lv <
a
b.
XveSUlt IU < weeks.

When in doubt what to use for Nervous Debility. Loss of Sexual Power (in either
sex). Impotentv. Atrophy. Varicocele and ocher weaknesses, from any cause, use
Scxine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, forfi.oo; 6 boxes for $5.00. With
every >5.00 order we five* legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Sold at H. M. GREEN’S Drug Store.

lOoctly

IDZES. PHA1TCE,
The Celebrated Specialist of Ibe France Medical Institute
Will be at the CURTIN llOUBE, Mt. Vernon, Wed
nesday, June 17, 1S96,
OXI DAVOXLV.

from

S a.

m. to ii p.

ni.

a m

111
17

47

p m a ni

15 3 45
m
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30 7 If 7 10
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12
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12 25
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30 9 31 10 24
40 » ni 12 15
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7 25 6 40

—THE—

C. 1.41. BT
Schedule in effect
17,1S9«.

Central Time.

2
am
Cleveland .. L8 10
Akron
9 35
Orrville ....
10 33
Millersburg
11 12
Killbuck
11 22
Brink Haven
1 49
Danville.
1 58
Gambier. ..
12 16
Mt Vernon.
:t2 48
Centrebnrg.
1 17
Snnbnry
.
I 34
Westerville
1 52
Columbus. .. Ar 2 15

Cincinnati. .

6 00
pin

28

DR. FRANCE. PRESIDENT

8

FRANCE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTITUTB>

a in

C8i<0W.Gav8L.WMMockN.ofStAteHouse.Coiumbus.O. Incorporated.1886. Capitol,1300,000.

»8 |

pm
pm
8 00 1 40
V S3 8 00
10 43 4 00
l! 16 4 4*1
11 29 4 50
11 56 5 17
f 12 l»! 5 26
12 25 5 45
12 45 • (fi
1 12 6 32
f 1 34 6 48
1 52 7 (V.
2 15, 7 »0

5
5
h
ft
6
7
7
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45
54
12
so
57
20
88
05

6 40

North Bound.
Central Time.

Cincinnati, • Lv
Columbns . Lv
Westerville.
Sanbnry .......
C-ntrebnrg ..
Mt.Vernon ..
Gambier.........
Danville..,. .
Brink Haven
Killbuck.........
Millersburg...
Orrville..........
Akron..............

27
am
8 UU
11
12
12
12

1
1

I
1
2
2
8
4

D tXOSt

S5

pm
8 (MJ

45 12 351
(X< 1 l«
25 f 1 28
12 1 St|
U 2 25
2S 2 401
4« f 2 59
55 8 09
SI 8 4!
3« 3 55
S' 4 55
2’ « 05

pm

Our Black Clay Worsted

Practical Plumber, 37 Public Square, Mt. Vernuti, Ohio.

'Daily IStop on Signal, f Daily ex.Sunday
J. Van Smith, Gen’l 8upt.
Chas.O. Scull Gen’l Paas r Agent.

114 *

Special:

THOMAS CLARK,

WEST BOUND.

FO53 ^3 032 33
We have them, but YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY BUYING THE BETTER
GRADES.

Call or Write to

pm

am a m
|6 05
p mI
3 35

South Bound.

When a man lays aside all raiment
having suspiciously heavy weight or worn
out look. Perhaps you are pondering
where to go and get supplied with the
best for the least money. It in a mistaken
idea to strive for the cheap. It is a losing
investment in the long run; better get
something good—your clothes will la>t
longer and your appearance will be greatly improved. If low prices, backed up by shallow statements concerning the
goods some clothiers dish out, would mean anything, the cheapest place in town
to buy would not be hard to find. If you have not seen us this season take the
hint and see us. Our prices and goods are not equalled anywhere.

House it would pay you to inquire into the merits
of Hot Water Heating, the most economical and the
most healthful known to tcience. If yru are burning
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat
1000 cubic feet of fpace^from the first of September to
the first of May, we can put you right and save you
money. We have had over thirty years’experience in
this line of business, and will not exp nment at your
expense.

46

Washlogtor

THE SEASON
IS HERE

I

RESTORE

a
7
a
3 04' |3 no........ 8
6 5(‘ 4 55 5 2 10
7 45 6 05 5 60)11

“ Fostoria........

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

At $S.00, $10.00 -and $12.00 are superior in stple, fit and quality. Others ask vou
$12.00, $15.00 and $18.00. If >ou want a suit

Just enough of the leaf
for the liver — just
enough shrub for the
stomach — just enough
root and bark for the
bowels —just right.
That’s the combination
in Paragon Tea.

Lv. Chicago........

127 Superior Street opposite American,

With Associated offices in
md Foreign Conotris*

16

am
10 15
pm
4 53

(Central Time.)

BVRR1DGF. A CO.,

T. F. NEWMAN,

Gen’l Pass. Agt.
fitn’l Manager.
Cleveland, 0.

8

AND PATENT LAW CASES.

Daily Excursions Weekly to Niagara Falls.

W. F. nERWAN,

jv.

8-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap for the Complexion.

Albany, *,000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana
dian point.
8end 1 cents postage for tonrist pamphlet.
For further information ask your nearest Cou
pon Ticket Agent, or address

D. Taylor & Co., Eagle
Pharma

MY LADTS FACE.

Magara Falls. Toronto, New York, RoMon

COAL!

HARD and SOFT COAL

Price. 5Oe. per box.

Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure

oo room 10 BEniR tour cohoitioh?

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

McGOUGH

Warranted to cure any case of Worme in Horses
Cattle, Sheep or Dogs, also Pin Worms in Colts

F YOU ARE THINKING OF HEATING YOUR

EAST BOUND.

For Loss of Appetite,L'on»tipation. Rough Hair,
Hide Bound, and all Diseases of the Blood.
Price. 25c. per package

WHITE STAR
LAUNDRY

Onc-Priee Store.

In Effect June 30. 1805

Morris’ English Stable Powder

DNTR1MMED HATS •
AND TURBANS.

“Madam,” began the tramp, as the
kitchen door was open in response to his
knock, “have you a son? ’
The Milliners + +
Yes, sir;” replied the woman, as she
WARD BLOCK • • EAST VISE STREET.
looked him over.
“Is he among strangers, may I as
“He is."
“Ah ! You can appreciate my posi
tion! Who knows but what your son is
a wanderer o’er the face of the earth to
night—hungry, ragged, and compelled
to beg for his bread. Have you heard
TV 3ST ZD
from him lately?”
“Yes, sir. My son is no wanderer,and
he gets three square meals a day and
wears pretty good clothes.”
OUR GRADES ARE THE
“Then he has a steady job?”
BEST AND OUR PRICES
“He has, sir. He’d like to wander
THE LOWEST in the city.
but he can’L He’s in the workhouse on
CALL AND GET AN ES
a six months’ sentence, and has over
TIMATE ON THE LUM
three months yet to serve. Did you
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
want anything?”
YOU BUY.
“Why, ma'am—why, considering the
OUR STOCK OF
circumstances—’’
Lumber
is Complete.
“You won’t ask for anything?”
“No, ma’am, I won’t. If your son
WE CAN SAVE
was a wanderer—hungry, ragged and
YOU MONEY.
hopeless—I would modestly ask for a bite
THE BEST GRADES OF
to eat, hut seeing—but seeing—”
“That he can't wander.”
ALWAYS ON HAND.
“Yee’m—that he can’t wander, and
has a good job of it. I’ll try the next
James Patterson,
bouse and let you off. Afternoon,ma'am
TKLKFIIO.NK M0. 56,
Hope your wanderless son will stick
300-311 W. Gambler Street
right to* it and come out as fat as a fall
Leave orders with Francis Evans,
pig-”
B. Jc O. Express Office

A

J

BY USING THE
CELEBRATED

- irTTlliL’

TIME TABLE

SAVE YOUR STOCK
<7

Via «C. & B. LINE.”
Steamers “City of Buffalo,” (new)
“State of Ohio” and “State of Sew York”

[Detroit Free Press ]

The Sea of Gali'ce is 653 feet below the
Mediterranean.
President Kruger is a preacher of
considerable prominence.
Shakespeare’s first play, if he ever
wrote any, was said to have been written
tmiltdn, at the age of 16, wrote
A sensation was caused in Ravenna at about the age of 27. ‘
ical essays that were credited by by the arrest of Frederick Almon, on a
general public to Jay.
warrant charging him with living with
Grace Dalton. The warrant was pro
sals, the “Poet's Poet,” made liim- cured by Laura Vedder Almon, whom
immortal in English literature be young Almon married at Detroit in
E. C. Caswell, of Brockport, N. Y.,
lli.* death, at 24.
August, 1893. She came to Ravenna says: “I was terribly afflicted with
from Michigan to prosecute the case, scrofula, and had lost all hope of being
Cundens ed Testimony,
and was accompanied by an infant
is. B. IIoo I. B >ker and Manufdc'urer’s child. She is a handsome young wo cured. A friend advised me to take
t, Cdambna, Ohio, certifies that Dr. man, and said that she was but 23 years
’< New Discovery hai no equal as a
li rentely. «/• D. Brown. Prop. Ft. of age. At the preliminary hearing the
s Hotel, Ft. Watne, In L, testifies that defendant was bound over’ to the Comis cured of a Cough of two jrears stad- irfon Pleas Court. The airest was a
kused bv La Grppe, by I)r. King's New great surprise, aa it waa the general im
very.
B F. Merrill, Baldwinsville, pression that Almon was divorced from
.says that he hes used a »d recommend- his first wife, and that Grace Dalton which I did with great benefit, and I
ind never knew it to fail and would was his wife.
recommend it to others.” It restores
r beve it than any doctor, became it
the liver to a healthy condition, and
rS ciu-es. Mrs Hemming, 222 E. 25th
Thieves 8tole;an entire peach orchard
Chicago, always keeps it at hand and
cures constipation, scrofula, rheuma
near
Ixxli.
Five
rows,
consisting
of
as no fear of Croup, because it intism, dyspepsia, and all kidney, Lladdcr
v relieves.
Free Trial Bos lies at al»out 100 tree*, were dug upland hauled
away.
and urinary diseases.
R. Baker A Son’s Drug store3

Z?

DO YOU
KNOW
THAT THE

BALTIMORE A\D OHIO R. R.

It will pay you to see these goods and prices .

am

pm
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8
0
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7

00
27;
44
.>4
88

7 17

8
8
8
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»
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12
4S
53
42

05
33
51
13
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00
20
»

Ar

10 88
pm

1I8A3CK

a. m.
t 6 00 Lv....Mill»rsbarg -Ar
7 00 ...........Killbuck............
9 20 Ar....... Trinway..............
flO 20 Ar... .Zanesville.... Lv
a. m.

• Ituns Dally,

5
5
5
8
|6
7
7
7

t Daily except Bunday,

;

111
p. m.
t 7 45
7 10
4 15
t 2 40
p. m.

f Flag

stop. 1 meals.
ry Where no time is given trains do not stop

Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Care between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between ClevelandandCincinnati,
or intermediate stations. South of Columbus.
Noe. 27 and 28. carry Vestibulod Sleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
_ No. 27 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Columbns and (’leveland, and «an be occupied
by passengers after 9:00 p m. at the East end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 hasa Local Vestlbnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbus. This Sleeper arrives at
Columbus at 2:15 a. m. and is sot at the Fast end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7:00 a. m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers Sooth of
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
C. F. DALY.
' Gen’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland, Ohio
H. C. PARKER, Traffic Manager.
nJianftpolis, Ind

FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eve and Ear, on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the
FRA.VCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Diseases will he suc
cessfully treated on the most Scientific principles. He is ablv assisted bv a fnll corps of eminent
Pfayticihns and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
CTQ A NPC has no superior in diagnosing and treating diseases aud def< rmities.
/i». 1 rtrSIvVL. Acute and Chronic Catarrh. Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver. Bladder, Chronic Female
ind Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousands of cases
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have
jeen restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
□ Oc BOOK FREE. ‘‘The Medical Adviser" containing nearly one hundred
•ages, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old—especially
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fail to improve the oppornnlty to obtain one of the most valuable books which has ever come within your
each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address.
)R. FRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmbna, Ohio.
YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive
tabit, which annually sweeps to an untimely
;rave thousands of young men of exal’cd talent
ind brilliant intellect,ntay call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has dis
covered the greatest cure known for weakness
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges,
impotency. general debility, nervousness lan
guor, confusion of ideas, palpitation of the
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or
giddiness, diseases of the head, throat, nose, or
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or
bowels—those terrible disorders arising from
tlie solitary vice of youth—and secret practices,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take
one candid thought before it is too late. A week
or month may place vour case beyond the reach
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily
and permanently cure the most obstinate cas*.
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEN.—There are many from
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa
tion, weakening the system in a manner the
patient cannot account for. On examination of
the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be
found, or the color will be a thin or milkish hue.
There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy
restoration of the genito-urinary organs.

DISEASES OF WOMEN.-We have a st
special da
partment, thoroughly organized, and
devoted
le de
exclusively to the treatment of diseases ot
women. Every case consultingour specialists,
whether by letter or person, is given the most
careful and considerate attention. Important
cases (and we get few which have not ba med the
skill of all the home physicians) have the bene
fit of a full council of skilled specialists. In
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, ©nr
success has been marked, over two-thirds of
our patients being ladies, old, young, married,
single, rich aud poor. Our method is entirely
free from objectionable features of the gwneral
practitioner, namely, “Local treatment-” W«
seldom find it necessary. We prepare remedies,
constitutional and local, as the case demands,
and instruct ladies how to treat themeelvea.
MARRIAGE.—Married persons, or yonug aien
contemplating marriage, aware of physical
weakness, loss of procreative powers, impotency
or any other disqualifications, speedily restored.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Venereal
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emiseloaa,
Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexual
Organs, Want of Desire iu Male or TemaU,
whether from imprudent habits of youth or
sexual habits of mature Years, or any cause that
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and
permanently cured. Consultation free and
strictly confidential. Absolute cures guaran
teed. Medicines sent free from observation to
all parts of the United States.
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cured by a new
and never-failing method. Testimonials tar
nished.

FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written analysis
will be given. Persons ruined in health by unlearned pretenders, who keep trifling with them
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious con'pounds, should apply immediately.
Delare are dangerous.
WflNflFRAII P.IIRP^ Perfected in old cases which lave been neglected or nBtklllfnUy
TTUiyULTiI UL uUllLO treated. Ko experiments or f til n res. Parties treated by mailer
express, but where possible, personal consultation is prsferred. Curable - ----- 1 guaranteed.
Ko riaks incurred.
Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of O 6
Liat of 130 questions free. Address, with postage, DR. W. A. FRA MCE, Mo. at We«t
Gay 8t>, Columbus, Ohio.

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE
Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wedneedsy,

m. to 5 p m.

ONE DAY ONLY.

June 17, from 8 a.

